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State crowns new
Miss Kentucky USA
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
new Miss Kentucky USA has
been .crowned.
Nancy Lee Bradley, 23, of
Franklin was the winner among
15 contestants from across the
state. They competed for the
title Friday night at the Executive Inn in Paducah.
Bradley will now represent
Kentucky across the state and
in the Miss USA Pageant in
February.

Accident near
Eddyville kills
one, injures five
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EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
One person was killed and five
family members were injured
when a van overturned- on Interstate 24 near Eddyville early
Sunday.
June Trevino, 27, of St.
Louis, Mo., was ejected from
the van in the 6:55 a.m. CDT
crash and died later at Caldwell
County Hospital.
Police said only the driver,
Eduardo Trevino, 27, also of
St. Louis, was wearing a seat
belt. He suffered only minor
injuries.
Kentucky State Police said
excessive speed was believed
to have been a factor in the
crash. Police said the van was
westbound on 1-24 when it left
the roadway. The driver attempted to correct, which
caused the van to overturn several times before coming to rest
in the median.
June Trevino was the
driver's sister-in-law. Her husband and the driver's brother,
Angelverto Trevino, 27; the
driver's wife, Lisa Trevino, 27;
and two cousins, Jeorge Trevino, 17; and Marisol Trevino,
20, were treated at the hospital
and released. Two children in
the van, ages 4 and 1, were not
injured.
WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
around 70. Light south wind.
Tuesday...Partly sunny. A 50
percent chance of thunderstorms. High in the lower 90s.
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YOU CAN'T MAKE THEM DRINK: This group of horses wouldn't stray too far from a cool drink
Saturday at a farm on State Line Road.

Patton bids
farewell to
CHE board
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
One of the last vestiges of the old
higher education governing system expired today with thanks
from Gov. Paul Patton, and a
hope that the new system will
work better.
The Council on Higher Education was scrapped with passage
of legislation during a special
session of the General Assembly
to overhaul Kentucky's entire
system of educating people after
they complete high school. Replacing the council will be a new
Council on Postsecondary Education, which Patton said he will
appoint Tuesday.
Patton told outgoing members

the new system will have to look
beyond individual, institutional
and regional loyalties, which
wracked the old system.
"That will be the test of
whether or not this or any other
system will work," Patton said.
Though most of the substantive
work will be deferred to the new
council, the old agency performed one important task today.
It approved the expansion of a
system to make it easier to transfer credits among the institutions.
Later today was to be the inauM See Page 2

Quality of life lures New Orleans doe to Murray
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
For a physician, working at
one of the largest and most prestigious clinics in the nation
would be the pinnacle of a career,
but for Dr. Daniel Butler there
are more important things in life.
Butler began working at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Primary Care Center last
-Monday after spending 12 years
at the highly-touted Oschner
Clinic in New Orleans.

Butler was the first primary
care physician hired by the Oschner Clinic known as the "Mayo
Clinic of the South." He was then
asked to develop the clinic's
primary care unit. After only one
year in New Orleans, he became
chairman of that departmem.
But the prestige of his position
at the clinic was not everything
to Butler.
"In family practice, we get
calls from recruiters all the time
and I usually ignore them, but I'd

interview.

"I've got two small
children and the schools
there aren't that great."
Dr. Daniel Butler
been concerned with the crime
rate in New Orleans for a little
while. I've got two small children
and the schools there aren't that
great," Butler said in a Ledger

So the Ashland, Ky. native, his
wife Teresa, and their three children, Taylor, 5, Erin, 9 and Kelly,
20, loaded up their belongings
and moved to Murray. Butler said
that decision was not a hard one
to make.
"We came and spent two days
in Murray back in April and we
were impressed. The people we
met were friendly and the town's
so clean and the practice looked

very good," he said. "We actually
made the decision (to move)
upon leaving Murray from that
first visit. We even saw the house
we wanted at that time."
Being an active outdoorsman,
Butler said Murray's proximity to
the lakes area also helped in his
decision. He also tinkers in
woodworking in his spare time.
But Butler said he had help in
• See Page 2

Distributors
wait for first
TVA rate increase

Campaign
finance hits
both parties

By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — As
Democrats take the offensive this
week in the Senate campaign finance hearings, they are expected
to ask Republican witnesses about a $50,000 donation that
House Speaker Newt Gingrich's
closest political adviser obtained.
The money, given to the National Policy Forum, a nowdefunct GOP think tank, was
raised by consultant Joseph Gaylord in July 1995.
The $50,000 donation is a subject for scrutiny when the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee
resumes hearings Wednesday.
After two weeks of testimony on
possibly illegal Democratic fundraising, Democrats will be summoning Republican witnesses.
The source of the money to the
policy forum was a California
company, Panda Enterprises,
owned by an Indonesian businessman who reportedly has
close ties to China.
"We certainly intend to pursue
it," said a Democratic investigator for the Senate panel, even
though the businessman and his
daughter gave far more —
$250,000 — to the Democratic
National Committee.
The National Policy Forum is
among several tax-exempt groups
investigators have been scrutinizing to see if they were misused
for political purposes. The group
was founded by former Republican National Chairman Haley
Barbour, who will be called as a
committee witness.
Internal documents suggest the
forum was closely connected to
the Republican National Committee. But Barbour contends it was
a separate organization that was
permitted to — and did — accept
foreign contributions. Foreign do-

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Distributors of Tennessee Valley
Authority electricity knew the
rate freeze couldn't last forever.
A decade after then-Chairman
Marvin Runyon first froze wholesale power prices — after an average 10.4 percent increase every
year for 25 years — TVA is
poised to consider raising rates.
The TVA executive committee
planned to meet today and disclose its recommendation to the
public on Tuesday. The threemember TVA board, which
makes the final decision, could
consider it at its August meeting.
There is wide speculation
among distributors that the TVA
board in the next few weeks will
approve a rate increase of 5 to 9
percent.
Past increases allowed massive
construction. Now, any increase
will be aimed at reducing the
$27.6 billion debt left behind,
and to trim the 33 cents of every
dollar TVA pays in interest.
Distributors expect to pass the
increase on to their customers.
They say they have no choice;
TVA power represents four-fifths
of their budget.
A 5 percent increase to TVA's
160 distributors would translate
into about $3 or $4 more a month
for consumers, who now are pay-

66

By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer

•

You have to put rates
in context."
Roby Trotter

A.

Knoxville utilities
•

ing around $70 to $80 per month
for electricity.
It could be worse.
"You have to put rates in context," said Roby Trotter, chief financial officer at Knoxville Utilities Board. "If you look nationwide, even with a 5 percent
increase, our customers will enjoy some of the lowest rates in
the country."
"Right now our residential
rates are the fifth-lowest in the
country," said Richard Goins,
spokesman for the Electric Power
Board of Chattanooga. And that
includes a just-approved 2.57
percent rate increase — the Chattanooga utility's first in a decade.
A June residential electric rate
comparison by Jacksonville (Fla.)
Electric Authority found only two
of 60 utilities surveyed had
cheaper rates than Chattanooga
and the Memphis Light Gas &
Water Division, both TVA

See Page 2
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Two-year-old Nichole Smith, her mother Trish and her father Ray
(not shown) tried to beat Saturday's sweltering temperatures by
spending the day at Wildcat Beach.

Russians plan second spacewalk for Mir
By ANNA DOLGOV
Asscciated Press Writer
MOSCOW -(AP) — The fresh
crew heading to the disabled Mir
will walk in space outside the
station as part of efforts to assess
and repair damage from the colli-

sion with a cargo ship, Russian
space officials said today.
Officials already had planned
an "internal" spacewalk into the
ruptured Spekts module to reattach power cables disconnected
after the crash. A second spacew-

alk, outside the Mir, will try to
pinpoint the hole in Spektr's
wall.
The crew will "walk around,
stamp their feet, and see where
exactly we've got the depressurization," Mission Control chief

Vladimir Solovyov told a news
conference today.
The June 25 collision forced
Russian space officials to cornSee Page 2"
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Alleged assault reported

N Quality...

with heart failure."
Butler said family practice is
rewarding in a number of ways.
"In family practice, you take
care of entire families and that's
exciting to me. You get to know
them and it's like you become an
extended family member," he
said.
Butler may not be the only
physician of his caliber moving
to Murray in the near future.

recruiting doctors through the
hospital's physician recruitment
committee.
"We're trying to determine
what our needs are going to be in
the next five years," Poston said.
"Dr. Hughes has been very active
in recruiting physicians for the
Primary Care Center."
Dr. Robert Hughes, one of
Primary Care's partners, said
Butler is a good addition to the
center.
"I think it speaks well of the
community to be able to attract
physicians of Dr. Butler's caliber.
We would like to thank the many
people in the community that
were involved with us in this recruiting effort," Hughes said.
"Dr. Butler could have gone anywhere in America with his qualifications and resume, but he
chose Murray. We feel fortunate
to have attracted him to practice
with us."
Poston echoed Hughes in touting Butler's arrival saying he is a
good addition.

According to President/CEO
Stuart Poston, MCCH is actively

"To get someone of his stature
is a real coup on the part of the

FROM PAGE 1
making his decision to move to
Murray. The devout Southern
Baptist feels he was "called"
here.
"Everybody in New Orleans
sort of lives with the crime, we
jokingly call it Sodom and Gomorrah. We felt the Lord sent us
there because if any place needs
missions work, it's (New
Orleans).
"But a few months ago, I
started feeling uncomfortable
there and couldn't explain why.
Looking back, I feel the Lord was
preparing me for this move. I feel
like (God) has led us here," Butler said./
Butler'said he went into family
practice because of the diversity.
After 11 years of administrative
duties at Oschner, Butler will
now turn his attention back to
what he enjoys the most — patient care. ,
"In family practice, you never
know what's going to be in the
next room," he said. -It could be
a child with a bead stuck in his
nose, a broken foot or someone

Dr. DANIEL BUTLER

primary-care group. He will be a
tremendous asset to the community," he said. "And it is a compliment to the community to be able
to draw hiln here."
Poston said Butler's arrival is
another step in MCCH's goal to
be able to provide specialty care
to local residents.
"When 1 came to the hospital
25 years ago, most specialty care
(services) had to be in Nashville
or Memphis. Of the Calloway
County residents that are hospitalized now, 82 percent of them
are given specialty care here in
Murray. That's the highest percentage of any rural county in the
state," Poston said.

•Patton•••
FROM PAGE 1
gural meeting of the Kentucky
Community and Technical College System Board, which will
oversee the Kentucky Tech vocational schools and 13 of the former University of Kentucky community colleges.

Russians..

•

a

FROM PAGE 1
pletely revise the station's schedule of activities for coming
months.
Among other changes announced today:
— A French astronaut will not
go up to the station with the new
crew on Aug. 5, postponing his
mission until early next year.
Russian - officials said his experiments would have overly taxed
the station's power system, which
has been operating at halfstrength since the collision.
— The current Russian crew,
who will be spared the tricky
Spektr repair because of exhaustion, will return to Earth on Aug.

EARN
6.10%

14. That date reduces the length
of the overlap between the two
crews from 20 days to nine.
— The Spektr spacewalk is
planned for as soon as possible
after the old crew leaves, probably Aug. 18-20.
— American astronaut Michael
Foale, who had been tapped as a
possible standin for the repairs,
will not take part in the spacewalk. But Foale, who will stay
aboard Mir until a space shuttle
collects him in September, will
be stationed in the Soyuz escape
capsule during the repair mission
to assist in case of evacuation.
— The second spacewalk will
take place sometime' in late August or early September.
Deputy Flight Controller Igor
Goncharov said a meeting of top
officials today formally concluded that the current crew was
not up to carrying out the repairs

MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
Also Available As I.R.A.

753-4703
Bob
Cornelison

after a string of recent setbacks.
"One of the reasons we have
canceled the space walk by this
crew was their condition, their
exhaustion," Goncharov said.
"This crew has already been
under much pressure in extreme
situations."
Other accidents and malfunctions in recent months included a
fire, oxygen system breakdowns,
cooling system leaks and a power
blackout last week when a crew
member accidentally pulled a
cable.
The new crew — Russians
Anatoly Solovyov and Pavel Vinogradov — has been practicing
the repairs in an underwater tank.
A cosmonaut will re-enter the
depressurized Spektr module, assess the damage and reconnect
the cables. A crewmate will assist

from the hatchway.
Goncharov said ground control
was monitoring the condition of
Mir commander Vasily Tsibliyev,
who complained last week of
heart trouble. Tsibliyev was in
"good condition," but continued
to take heart tnedicine and sedatives, he said.
Mission control chief Solovyov
bristled today at suggestions that
the June 25 collision had caused
irreparable damage to the Mir as
well as the prestige' of the Russian space program.
"This collision has in no way
shortened the useful life of the
Mir station," he said. "That's
how things work in this life. In
the development of space technology, both we and the Americans make progress through
disasters."

FROM PAGE 1

COUNTY MAPS
IN STATE BOOK

nations to the parties or their candidates are illegal.
The information about Gaylord
was provided to the Senate committee by John Bolton, who was
president of the forum from January 1995 through the end of
1996, when it went out of
existence.
Bolton told the panel that Gaylord "was paid a consulting fee
by (the forum) to raise money,
which he was not doing. Panda
Enterprises was the first contribution that came in under his auspices. I looked at Panda Enterprises and asked what it was."
Gaylord, a close Gingrich associate, did not return a telephone
call to his office for comment.
The Los Angeles Times has reported that on July 17, 1995,
$50,000 was transferred by wire
from an undetermined source to
the bank account of Panda, a California import-export company
founded by Indonesian businessman Ted Sioeng and his
daughter, Jessica Elnitiarta.
The next day, Elnitiarta wrote
a check for $50,000 from the
company to the policy forum.
The Times quoted one of her attorneys, Mark J. MacDougall, as
saying she made no political contributions on behalf of or at the
direction of foreign governments.
Investigators are checking
whether the money was con-

A book containing all of Kentucky's
120 county maps is available. Printed on
large size 16x22 inch double spread
pages, each county has a separate map.
The book contains 136 valuable pages.
The Blue Grass State's 69.000 miles of
roads are shown in detail: Towns, cities
aid villages are indexed and located,
and there is much additional information.
To order Kentucky County Map book,
send $14.85 (price includes deliveryl.
VISA and MasterCard accepted.
Make checks payable to
County Maps
521 Puetz Place
Lyndon Station, WI 53944
16081 666-3331
Other states available: AR, FL, IN,
MI, NC, OH, PA, SC, TN, and WV.

Remember This Of The Chain Stores:
If they have big store rent,
big store expenses, and big
store payroll—Chances Are
They're Hiding Big Store Prices!
Visit Us..
(It's simply a matter of trust')

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

NEW HAVEN. Conn. (AP)
Forget about taxing the fat cats
— professor Kelly Brownell
wants to tax the fat.
Brownell, director of the Yale
Center for Eating and Weight
Disorders, says Americans are
too fat and diet advice doesn't
seem to be making a dent.

Antioch Church
of Christ
ltli

MPD confiscates pistol
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Murray police confiscated a .9
mm pistol from two Paris youths
Saturday following an altercation.
According to a MPD spokewoman, patrolman Todd Clere was
flagged down Saturday night about 10 p.m. by a citizen who said
a group of juveniles were arguing
behind the McDonald's Restaurant and that a weapon had been
shown.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Dexter man faces felony
drug charges and another is being
charged with marijuana possession after both were arrested by
Calloway authorities Sunday.
Sheriff Stan Scou said deputies
received a call about 12:30 a.m.
of two suspicious men sitting in a
vehicle about two miles east of
Dexter..
When deputies arrived, they
found Steven Shepard, 27, and

His solution is to hit Americans below their bulging beltlines, right in the wallet. Brownell suggests that a flab tax be
levied on high-fat foods, which
he blames for about 300,000
deaths a year.
"A militant attitude is warranted here," he said.

customers.
Chattanooga's rate for typical
monthly usage (1,000 kilowatt
hours) was $60.33 and Memphis
was $61.21.
By comparison, Long Island
(N.Y.) Lighting Co. was $151.34;
PECO Energy Co., serving Philadelphia, was $144.90; Southern
California Edison, $132.12; and
Commonwealth Edison, serving
Chicago, $122.44.
Even TVA's neighbors were
higher: Mississippi Power Co.,
$71.10; Alabama Power Co.,
$71.12; Duke Power Co. in Charlotte, N.C., $77.18; and Georgia
Power Co. in Atlanta, $81.37.
Distributors have taken full advantage of TVA's stable rates —
a one-year experiment begun
under Runyon to boost economic
development that became a
decade-long pledge under successors John Waters and Craven
Crowell.
According to TVA, which has
authority over distributor charges,
143 of its 160 distributors had a
net increase in prices during the
period — ranging from 0.1 percent to 7.2. percent. Two distributors had no change and 15 had

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —
Wanted: Gardener. Must be good
with indoor plants. Only experienced pot growers need apply.
A clean record also is a must
for the Santa Clara County Medical Cannabis Club, which is trying to meet a city mandate requiring the club to grow its own marijuana on site by Friday.
The club has 140 patients with
prescriptions for the otherwise illegal drug. Its marijuana now
comes from the San Francisco

Large Hamburger, $329
Fries &
Medium Drink

Services:
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Worship
All Night Services: 7:30 p.m.
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[Bar-B-CI Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried
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Jeff Richardson, 30, both of
Dexter.
Deputies charged Shepard with
possession of a controled substance (cocaine), a Class-D felony and possession of drug paraphernalia. Richardson was
charged with possession of marijuana Under 8 ounces.
Both men were taken to the
Calloway County Detention Center and are scheduled to appear in
district court Monday.

4

net decreases.
Meanwhile, the government's
Consumer Price Index rose 41.6
percent between May 1987 and
May 1997, and the retail price of
electricity grew 23.2 percent.
TVA officials refuse to say if a
rate increase is certain, but it
seems likely.
In a recent interview, Crowell
called reducing TVA's debt and
the fixed cost of interest the last
"big issue that we have not
tackled yet."
"I just don't like the idea of us
moving into the future with a
fixed cost of 33 percent on interest that doesn't go anywhere," he
said.
The General Accounting Office, a congressional watchdog
agency, for years has urged TVA
to begin raising rates to put it in
a more competitive position with
the coming deregulation of the
electric utility industry.
In 1995, GAO estimated a 10
percent rate increase would allow
TVA to pay off about $5 billion
of its debt over 10 years.
The TVA provides electricity
to nearly 8 million people in Tennessee and parts of Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and Kentucky.
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Cultivator's Club.
Director Peter Baez said that if
his club can't start its own garden
in time, he may personally drive
patients to San Francisco to buy
the drug. He'd prefer to find the
right gardener.
"Whether they grew it illegally or not, that is not my problem," Baez said. "I just want
someone who has a background
check that clears. ... I'll weed
out, literally, the (bad) ones,
when I choose."

TEEN ACTIVITY CENTER
Opens August 16th, 1997

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials

July 20 - 21 - 22

Local authorities charged both
juveniles with carrying a concealed deadly weapon and possession of alcohol by a minor. The
girls were detained and turned
over to juvenile authorities.

I.

Kel
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Pot club wants gardener

BAR-B-'

Bro. Mike Tanaro

Clere arrested a 16-year-old female and a 17-year-old female after he found the weapon underneath the driver's seat of their
car. According to reports, the
weapon was not loaded.

Two face drug charges

FROM PAGE 1

nected to China. The Times reported that Sioeng has a close relationship with Chinese o icials,
including an exclusive fra hise
to distribute China's most p ular brand of cigarettes and ownership of a pro-Beijing Chineselanguage newspaper in Monterey
Park, Calif.
Barbour said previously he was
directing inquiries into the actual
source of the $50,000 contribution. "We have also notified the
proper federal authorities," he
said.
Gingrich, R-Ga., comes into
the case peripherally. A few days
after the $50,000 contribution, he
dropped in on an Asian-American
businessmen's meeting at a Los
Angeles hotel. Sioeng was among
the participants.
Gingrich's spokeswoman,
Christina Martin, said Sioeng "is
not anyone the speaker would be
able to recognize in a crowded
room." The proximity of the
Gaylord-raised contribution and
the business meeting was "a
coincidence as far as the timing
goes," she said.
Gaylord, according to Bolton's
statement to the Senate committee, did not set the world on fire
as a fund-raiser for the policy
forum.
'I might say, also, Gaylord
(was) getting this monthly fee,
which I eventually convinced Haley (Barbour) to cut off ...,' Bolton said.

Prof wants to tax fat

GOSPEL MEETING

A Calloway County man escaped serious injury after allegedly being assaulted with a
gun during a dispute Friday night
at the Shady Oaks mobile home
park.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott said deputies were called to
the residence of Kenneth Story,
54, after neighbors heard a gunshot about 8:20 p.m.
"At first, we thought we had
someone shot in the head," Scott
said. "But when we got there we

found that (Story) had hit the
man in the head with the barrel of
a .22-caliber rifle and the gun
went off."
Joe Lassiter, 49, was treated
for injuries he received in the altercation and released from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital later that night, a hospital
spokesman said.
Story was charged with
second-degree assault with a
deadly weapon and taken to the
Calloway County Detention Center. He is scheduled to be arraigned Monday in district court.

•Distributors...

•Campaign...

KENTUCKY

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
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Kelth Gorham and Woodstock won the happiest face contest at the'Bark In
the Part.

Weather, crowd makes
Bark in Park a success
The Humane Society's third annual Bark in the Park, celebrated as
part of Freedom Fest on July 3, was
a huge success. Beautiful weather
and a large and enthusiastic crowd
contributed to the fun of the event
and created a wonderful atmosphere
for all the volunteers and
participants.
Highlights of the "Bark" included
several contests in which dogs and
their owners competed for ribbons
and pet food. Congratulations to
Marilyn Arcoli and her dog, Sarah,
winners in the Dog/Owner Lookalike Contest. Woodstock, owned
by Keith Gorham, was judged the
Dog With the Happiest Face; and
Abby, shown by Matt McAllister,
won Best of Show. The crowd was
greatly entertained when Judi Kazinarek was joined by her shaggy
dog, Winston Churchill, to take the
Judge's Prize in the Howling Contest. Christina Aleshire and Lindsay
Collins were winners in the Copy
Cat Contest. A Cat Photo Contest,
raffle, doorprizes, cakewalk and
challenging games rounded out the
"Bark's" activities. Julie Wilson,
Dan Cohen and Melissa Villaflor
were guest judges for several of the
contests. Hazel Mayor Dan Farris
served as emcee for all activities.
Demonstrations of dog obedience and tactics for safe behavior
around dogs were provided by
Bunny Lanning and her Doberman,
Valar. Valar and Bunny donate
countless hours of pet-assisted therapy and educational programs about
dogs.
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Bark in the Park was organized
by a commiuee headed by Karen
Dowdy, and staffed by numerous
Humane Society volunteers. Decorations and sale items were created
by Susan and Joan ICrieb. Transportation, set-up and help with games
and contests were provided by John
ICrieb, John Beadles, Kathy Cohen,
Michele, Joe, Steve, and Stan Adcock, Tom Dowdy, Matt and Dan
Cohen, Darren and Julie Wilson,
Jean Groves, and Karen Dowdy.
Stephanie Cohen, Doris Conner,
and Joanne Honefanger assisted
with registration,and Kathy Hodge,
Lois Ruiz and Margaret Vaughn
assisted with photography and
phoning. Jeff Stewart of Farmer's
Farmacy donated pet food and other
prizes, and Pam Hudgins, of Pam's
Cake Hut created batches of goodies
for the cakewalk. Society members
also donated baked goods and
prizes. The Murray Tourism Commission included Bark in the Park as
part of its Family Day in the Park.
Bark in the Park is an educational
fundraiser for the society, providing
games,contests,and fun for all ages
as well as timely brochures and
information about pet care and
spaying and neutering. All proceeds
raised by the "Bark" benefit the
Society's education, pet therapy and
spay/neuter programs. For information aboutjoining,or donating to the
Society, call 49/-8838.

Social Security
rep to visit
public library
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday, July
24, 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
•Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.
-After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
.When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare two or three months before 65
even if there are no plans for
retirement.
•Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

oughly. Vacuuming removes man)
of the eggs, larvae and pupae and
helps make those remaining more
accessible to the insecticide when
you treat. Make sure you discard the
vacuum bag as soon as you are
finished.

furniture and wherever else the pet
rests, sleeps or spends most of its
time. Thus, Potter said, focus control on these areas.
Flea eggs develop into tiny,
worm-like larvae and they remain
hidden deep in carpets, furniture
cushions and other protected areas.
The larvae feed mainly on adult flea
droppings, which accumulate in
areas where the pet rests.
The larvae then transform into
pupae within a small,silken cocoon,
where they stay for two to four
weeks, sometimes longer, Potter
said.
"This cocoon protects the preadult fleas from insecticides, which
is why you'll continue to see some
fleas after you treat your premises,"
h,.; said.
To treat your fame for fleas, first
remove all toys, clothing and stored
items from the floors, under beds,
and in closets. Also remove pet food
and water dishes, cover fish tanks
and disconnect their aerators. Wash,
dry-clean or destroy all pet bedding,
Potter said.
Vacuum the entire home thor-

The most effective treatment formulations contain permethrin,
which kills the newly emerged
adults, and methoprene or pyriproxyfen to aid in long-term suppression of eggs, larvae and pupae.
"Remember to follow label directions carefully and to keep pets off
treated areas until the insecticide
has dried completely," he said.
Expect to see some fleas for two
weeks or longer following treatment. Continue to vacuum to help
further control the problem, he said.
"You also should treat your pet. A
variety of on-animal products are
available, including some very effective formulations dispensed
through veterinarians," Potter said.
According to Potter, the best way
to use these pet-applied products is
preventively, before fleas have

MARBLEHEAD, Mass. (AP)
— Batten down the hatches! The
USS Constitution is ready for its
first solo journey in 116 years.
Pr Navy's oldest commissioned warship still afloat was
towed to Marblehead Harbor on
Sunday. It was to turn around and
sail back to Boston under its own
power today, the 200th anniversary of its launch.
An estimated 25,000 people,
on land and on sea, watched as
the USS Constitution arrived, accompanied by a fleet of sailboats
and modern Navy ships.
"Today, right now, I just have
this gigantic, marvelous feeling,"
said Edna Strom, 71, of Quincy.
"I really never felt,,more proud to
be an American."
A chorus of cheers filled the
air as the ship let off a 21-gun
salute.
"If it wasn't for those ships

Get Your
Auto
Insurance
From An
Agent
Who Cares
As Much
About Your
Coverage
As You Do.

power.
The ship's most famous visit to
Marblehead Harbor came April 3,
1814, when she sought shelter
from two 38-gun British frigates
With nearly a third of its crew
from Marblehead, the Constitution had little problem navigating
the harbor. The British ships
wouldn't risk the unfamiliar
waters.

and those men, this country probably wouldn't be here," said
Dorothy Foisy, 82, of Bradenton,
Fla.
Launched as one of the Navy's
first warships, "Old Ironsides"
was undefeated in 30 engagements. Her victory over the HMS
Guerriere in 1812 signaled
America's arrival as a naval

Chiropractic Care May Be Indicated
By The Following Problems:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Headache & Dizziness
Low Back & Leg Pain
Neck-Shoulder & Arm Pain
Stillness & Painful Joints
Caring for all roar Chu-opal( la need.%

Call 759-8000 for an appointment
1210 Johnson Blvd. Murray. KY

The car you drive is an
expression of who you are, so
it's important to make sure it's
fully protected. When you're
ready to renew your auto insurance, give me a call. I know just how
special your car is to you, and I'll put my
experience to work for you, to find the
exact Grange coverage you need for
today - and tomorrow.

Pick 3:
8-2-8
Pick 4:
6-5-6-4
Lotto:
13- 14-18-21-29-30

Shell

PET
TALK
by
Dr. Bob Salley

Never leave your pet in a
parked car. This warning can't
be repeated too often. Even on a
70-degree day,the sun heats up
the inside air, and an animal
starts to suffer in 10 minutes. On
a hot day, even with open windows, the heat can be lethal.
1111.
If you have to restrain an
injured animal the best choice is
a blanket or coat placed over the
animal, as long as it doesn't
interfere with his breathing. You
can then pick up the animal
without getting bitten.
•le.
ill•
Hot weather means electric
fans are whirring and that is
mighty attractive to curious pets
who may stick out a paw to
investigate. To protect your
pets, keep fans and animals
away from each other.
•ft.
Lightning and thunderstorms
frighten pets, and even sometimes their owners. Many animals tremble, pant or run under
the bed in fright. Your veterinarian can prescribe a tranquilizer
to reduce anxiety.
Brought to you as a public service ,
by the veterinarians who care tor
your animals at

Westside
Veterinary
Service

Insurance Agency, Inc.
302 N. 12th St., Murray

1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-5842

Tony Boyd

753-6749

It's Never Too
Early to Plan
your Future!
Don't kid yourself. Planning your future isn't
child's play and you need someone you trust
to give you professional advice and assistance.
You have a lot of questions, like..."How can I
pay for my child to go to college and still save
for retirement?" Fortunately United
Commonwealth Bank has provided easy
access to Mark Edwards, a J.C. Bradford &
Co. investment broker and western Kentucky
native inteiested in the future of Murray
and its residents.

753-4461

CALL 1-800-669-8957 TODAY! 69

ranGe
INSURANCE

Western Kentucky

513 S. 12th St.

APR 875% 0240 rno (OAC)
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Your partner in protection

Holland Motor Sales

$30,000 — S265 /mo
S50,000 — $442 /mo
$80,000 — $707 /mo

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

4.041

B. Scott Foster, D.C.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

FREE APPLICATION BY PHONE $10,000 — $ 88/mo

gained a foothold in your home.
Again, make sure you read and
follow the product label, he said.
While most flea problems can be
eliminated by treating the pet and
the home, sometimes it may also be
necessary to treat the yard, especially if the pet spends a lot of time
outside, he said.
Special formulations for yards
are available that can he applied
with a hose-end or pump-up
sprayer, Potter said.

USS Constitution set to sail

AszA AUTO
RENTAL

CASH FOR HOMEOWNERS 4'
CREDIT PROBLEMS UNDERSTOOD I
Debt Consolidation
Cash for Any Purpose
One-Hour Pre-Approval
Fixed Rates
CAPITAL SEEKERS, INC.

Ah, the joys of summer. Fresh
fruits and vegetables, warm sunny
days and fleas. Fleas! Yipes!
These pesky insects can be a real
nuisance for both you and your pet
in the summer.
"Fleas multiply quickly in the
warm days of summer and may
become a difficult, and sometimes
expensive, pest to control," said
Mike Potter, Extension entomologist with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
If your home is infested with
fleas, you may need to treat the
home, the pet and the yard, Potter
said.
But before you embark on an all
out war on the rascally insects,
understand their life cycle first,
Potter said.
"Your success in ridding your
home of fleas will be improved
considerably by knowing just what
lifestyles -the flea enjoys," Potter
said.
Adult fleas lay all their eggs
— up to 50 a day — on the pet. The
eggs fall off the pet soon after and
reside in the carpeting, cushions of

Mark D. Edwards - J.C. Bradford Stock Broker

tiO

UNITED

COMMONWEALTH BANK

Mark, a Murray State University Finance
graduate, invests his time in the community
through local chapters of the Rotary Club,
Crime Stoppers and the American Cancer
Society. And, he'll invest his time helping you
plan for the important things in your life -even if it is an anniversary trip to paradise,
without the
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WASHINGTON TODAY

GOP rebels
blame leaders;
praise Paxon
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican lawmakers involved in a
plot to overthrow Newt Gingrich say they were prepared to give the
House speaker another chance but were goaded into action by other
GOP leaders.
"We had put the guns and knives away," Rep. Joe Scarborough,
R-Fla., said Sunday on CNN's "Late Edition." "We said, 'If the
speaker does a good job through this, we need to support him. We
need to back him.' And it was the leadership ... that actually
pushed this issue."
Earlier on ABC's "This Week," Scarborough and another Republican rebel, Rep. Matt Salmon of Arizona, said Rep. Corn DeLay
of Texas, the third-ranked House Republican, encouraged their attempt to oust Gingrich.
Others in the leadership, including Majority Leader Dick Armey
of Texas and Rep. Bill Paxon of New York, have denied any participation in an anti-Gingrich plot. Paxon, a Gingrich protege who
resigned as chairman of the .House GOP leadership last week, said
on NBC's "Meet the Press" that he erred because "I didn't inform
the speaker of the problem early enough."
As explained by Salmon and Scarborough, both members of the
Republicans' activist 1994 freshman class, DeLay met on July 10
with GOP House members dissatisfied with Gingrich's performance and conveyed the message that he would join them in a vote
to oust the speaker.
"I can tell you unequivocally that the 17 members that were in
that room with Tom DeLay had that impression, that we walked out
believing completely that that was Tom DeLay's intent," Salmon
said.
"It was very obvious early on that some people were pushing
this outside our group," Scarborough said. "The entire leadership
team was on board."
DeLay's spokesman, John Feehery, said his boss was "simply
trying to act as an honest broker" with the dissidents. "Mr. DeLay
has consistently been one of the speaker's more ardent defenders
and he continues to support the speaker fully."
The plotters, and other GOP critics of Gingrich such as Rep. Peter King of New York, agreed that the party must maintain a unified front, at least until the balanced budget negotiations with the
White House are concluded.
"This is crunch time," King, who called for Gingrich to step
down last winter when he was facing ethics problems, told "Fox
News Sunday." "Once you hit the tough times in negotiations, you
have to stand behind the leader and give him the support that he
needs."
With Gingrich's job apparently safe for the moment, one remaining question was whether other GOP leaders would be taken to task
for any disloyalty they may have shown him.
"It's possible that a group of members may want to call them to
be accountable and to be personally responsible as Bill Paxon
was," Rep. Jim Nussle, R-Iowa, another member at odds with the
leadership, said on Fox.
Paxon, a 43-year-old conservative who gets along well with Republican moderates from the Northeast, was warmly praised by Salmon and Scarborough, who said he was a top candidate to become
the next House speaker.
Paxon "would be a phenomenal leader. He is a rising star in the
Republican conference," Scarborough said.
"If Newt Gingrich is not the speaker, I think Bill Paxon would
make an excellent speaker," Salmon commented.
Paxon, asked whether he wants to be speaker, replied, "No. Period. I never have been interested and don't intend to be."
He stressed that while "there might be some angst in our ranks
in the House," the focus now was on doing a better job of carrying
the basic Republican message of lower taxes and a balanced
budget.
Asked about his own fall from grace with Gingrich. Paxon said
"certainly when I looked in the speaker's eye it was clear that he
had lost confidence in me. When your boss loses confidence in
you, the person that appointed you to do a job, you resign."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
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July 8 — The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City, on assisted
suicide rulings:
The U.S. Supreme Court decision upholding two state laws banning doctor-assisted suicide was an important step in the battle to
defend human life in its latter stages. Yet we agree with those who
warn the issue is far from settled.
The court is to be commended for ruling that there is no constitutional right to assisted suicide, sustaining' New York and Washington state precedents that banned euthanasia_ ...
Assisted suicide as an issue, however, is far from dead. Unaddressed by the decision is whether a state may permit physicians
to kill their patients. Oregon voters approved such a measure in
1994, although the law has been under legal challenge since then,
and a repeal vote will be held this fall. Still, there's no apparent
obstacle to laws protecting the "work" of Jack Kevorkian and
others like him.
This line society must not cross. There is a huge moral gulf between an individual refusing life-lengthening measures or resuscitation efforts and a doctor taking an affirmative step to end a life.
Society must stand for preserving human life, even at the end. If it
doesn't, then all of life is cheapened.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Like wide ties and paisley, it becomes fashionable every so often
for politicians to talk about running government like a business.
It's absurd, of course. Government is not a business. If it were,
General Motors or Microsoft
would have figured out long ago
how to collect taxes and not have
to fool with actually doing something for the money.
But they do have one thing in
common: Your money. They may
even have more of it than you do.
And in government's case,
they get to do all sorts of great
things with your money. Primarily, they spend it. But they also
use it to make more money.
The framers of Kentucky's
Constitution pondered this
matter
"The General Assembly may
contract debts to meet casual deficits or failures in the revenue;
but such debts, direct or contingent, singly or in the aggregate,
shall not at any time exceed
$500,000, and the moneys arising
from loans creating such debts
shall be applied only to the purpose or purposes for which they
were obtained or to repay such
debts; provided the General Assembly may contract debts to repel invasion, suppress insurrection or, if hostilities are
threatened, provide for the public
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defense."
Short of an invasion from Indiana, the restriction seems fairly
straightforward. The limit on
state debt is $500,000.
But Kentucky state government
and its various agencies owe billions of dollars — an estimated
$3.4 billion in debt this fiscal
year.
It takes a great deal of legal finagling to avoid this restriction
on debt.
The most popular is the revenue bond. The theory is that
some sort of obscure authority,
such as the State Property and
Buildings Commission, actually
sells the bonds and owns the
building and then leases it back
to the state, which pays the rent
based on revenue from the project. This may be viewed as an
affront to any reasonable reading
of the constitution, but it's legal.
The latest invention is called a
TRAN — Tax and Revenue Anticipation Note.
Basically, the state borrows

money from investors by issuing
a piece of paper that is a promise
to repay the money — with interest — sometime later with tax receipts. The state takes the money,
invests it at a higher interest rate,
repays the investors and keeps
the difference.
"It almost sounds too good to
be true," said Don Mullis, director of the state Office of Financial Management and Economic
Analysis.
For the rest of us, it probably
is too good to be true.
The Internal Revenue Service,
which has rules for everybody —
including state governments, allows this deal. But there are limits. Since the theory is the state is
only borrowing money to cover
expenses while tax _money comes
in, the amount of these notes can
be no more than the projected
periodic deficit.
Mullis said Kentucky spends
more money than it raises during
the first six months of the fiscal
year. The difference is an esti-
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Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Chasing money catches evil
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
senator from Connecticut confessed to some befuddlement.
The testimony, he said, "I find
very curious', but I can't conclude
anything more."
Democratic Sen. Joseph
Lieberman could have been talking for anyone paying attention to
the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee's ongoing investigation into campaign finance
abuses.
The testimony is very curious,
but conclusions beyond that are
hard to come by.
Two weeks of hearings have
concentrated on John Huang, the
businessman who made at least
93 visits td- the White House
while serving as an executive of
the Indonesian-based Lippo
Group conglomerate, as a deputy
assistant secretary at the Commerce Department and as a wellpaid fund-raiser for the Clinton
re-election campaign.
Huang raised more than half of
the $3 million that Democrats
have pledged to return because of
suspicions about the legality or
propriety of its origins.
Committee members can't get
Huang off their minds, because
he seems to personify what the
Republicans on the panel are trying to prove: That in the Clinton
White House, political fundraising, presidential scheduling
and policy making were virtually
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An Associated Press News Analysis
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ANALYSIS

Mike Feinsilber
Associated Press News Service
inseparable.
Huang has denied wrongdoing
but declines to testify without immunity from prosecution and
finds it convenient to be out of
the country.
Almost everything senators
have learned about him can be
read two ways. The Republicans
read it as sinister, the Democrats
as innocent. Lieberman is alone
in finding it inconclusive.
Huang was recommended for
his government job by a Lippo
consultant who described him as
"the political power that advises
the Riady Family on issues and
where to make contributions."
The Riadys, who contrcl Lippo,
are old Arkansas friends of Clinton and, as Huang's letter of recommendation noted, "They invested heavily in the Clinton
campaign."
Maybe the witness whose testimony should be sought is not
Huang but Richard Morris.
Morris was the Democratic
strategist who convinced Clinton
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CAPITOL IDEAS

mated $350 million.
But the state issued only $200
million in notes. Mullis said if
the periodic deficit is not as great
as predicted, the state actually
has to pay taxes on the money it
makes on the notes.
But why would investors agree
to buy these things, when the effective interest rate is only 3.85
percent? Walking a few blocks
down Capital Avenue in Frankfort to Farmers Bank would provide 4.8 percent on a jumbo CD.
The reason this works is that
the investors who buy these revenue anticipation notes don't
have to pay any income taxes or
property taxes on the interest
they receive.
And the state doesn't have to
pay taxes on the interest it makes.
The state's investment portfolio is about $3.04 billion and gets
an effective interest rate of 5.94
percent.
Voila. The state throws another
$200 million in its bank and gets
an extra $3.2 million in interest
income.
The whole deal, though, should
have the same kind of disclaimer
that accompanies outlandish television ads — Don't try this at
home.
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Hotung, Fowler noted, had
pledged a $100,000 contribution
through his American wife. He
wanted to discuss "several policy
options," Fowler noted. "Mr.
Hotung and his wife are very
strong supporters."
Nothing inappropriate here,
says the White House. "Simply
because someone is a good
Democrat who has supported the
that he had to raise scads of mopresident and supported the
ney fast and start his re-election
Democratic Party financially
campaign the day after the
doesn't mean they should not be
Democrats took a shellacking in
allowed to come to the White
the 1994 congressional elections. House to visit with White House
"The day after election day in
officials," said Lanny Davis,
1994," Morris wrote in his me- Clinton's spokesman on these
moirs, "I didn't need an alarm
matters. Others in the White
clock. The phone rang early. It
House said Hotung was a knowwas Clinton."
ledgeable Asian expert who had
Morris' advice was to turn ev- consulted previously.
ery presidential action to a politiBut Sen. Fred Thompson, corncal purpose. That's not a new
miuee chairman, found "pretty
idea in American politics but it clear evidence that a foreign citiseems to have found new dimen- zen, I think through his wife, ofsions in the Clinton White House. fered to make a $100,000 contriIt's a concept that casts a sinisbution in exchange for assistance
ter light on even the most inno- arranging a meeting with a top
cent of events.
official."
For example: The committee
Sinister? Innocent? Or simply
produced a letter from Donald W. the way the White House operFowler, then the Democratic na- ates under any administration —
tional chairman, to a White a point the Democrats will try to
House political aide. Fowler make this week, when they get to
wanted to arrange a meeting be- call the witnesses.
tween Eric Hotung, a British citizen with Hong Kong business inEDITOR'S NOTE: Mike
terests, and Clinton's national Feinsilber has covered affairs
security advisers.
in Washington since 1968.
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Basketball clinic planned

A Basketball Clinic for boys and girls, ages 7 to 12, will be Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, July 22, 23 and 24, from 9 to 11:30
a.m. at West Fork Baptist Church. This special event is free, according ot Jarrod Martin, youth director. Tommy Greer, coach at Calloway County High School, will assist. All interested boys and girls
are invited.
Lutherans plan special program

Immanuel Lutheran Church will host a special program featuring a
national travel team of Ongoing Ambassadors For Christ on Wednesday, July 23, at 7 p.m. This is a group of young people who take
part in evangelism training and serve churches in their home areas.
People of all ages will benefit from their 11A hour presentation
which includes singing, sharing of witness experiences, drama, puppets, special song-time with small children and more. A freewill offering will be taken. The public is invited to attend.

Janet Hough, right, Registered and Licensed Dietitian, discussed "Diet
and Good Health" at the June meeting of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons. Pictured at left is Heloise Roberts, chapter president The chapter will meet Tuesday, July
22, at Dutch Essenhaus, at 11:45 a.m. At 12:15 p.m. Kentucky State
Police Detective Jerry Jones will discuss personal safety and the functions of the state police as they relate to local police authority, according to Al Hough, program chairman. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Greater Hope plans services

Greater Hope Baptist Church, now worshiping in their new building on River Road off South Fourth Street, will hear the Rev. Daryl
Young, pastor of Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church of God, speak
at 7 p.m. tonight (Monday); and the Rev. Mark Welch, pastor of
New Life Christian Center at 7 p.m. Tuesday, July 22. The public is
, invited.

Roundtable Wednesday

Brewers Methodists holding services

Brewers United Methodist Church is holding revival services
through Wednesday, July 23. Dave Hilliard is the speaker for services at 7 p.m. tonight and Tuesday. Wednesday will be Youth Night
with the pastor, Richard Dowdy, as speaker. A cookout will follow
the service. The public is invited.

The Women's Business Roundtable, a committee sponsored by
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce, will meet Wednesday, July 23, at 7:30 a.m. in the
board room of Commerce Centre.
A light breakfast will be served.
During this meeting a networking session will be held on opportunities with advertising dollars,
"Making your advertising ideas
go further."
All women who are interested
in understanding the crucial role

Birthday event on Saturday

A picnic will be held Saturday, July 26, for all former students of
Calloway County High School who have or will celebrate their 50th
birthday in 1997. If interested, call 753-7258 or 753-4816.
Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, July 22,
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community (enter ''Ann Landers" and her sister, "Abbey," will present the progiam The SOS is a nonprofit nondenominational, support and social group for single adults whether
alv.ays single, sepaiated, di.uied ii ••• IdOWed POI more inturnia
lion call Jane at 489-204b or Sue at 489 2922
Compassionate Friends

will meet

Compassionate Friends' Support Group will meet Thursday, July
24, at 7:30 p.m. in the hospital board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This group is comprised of those who have lost an
infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. For more information call Director pf Pastoral Care Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or
Coordinator of Compassionate Friends Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.
Ladies Night Out Tuesday

Ladies Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday, July
22. A social hour will be at 6 p.m. and dinner will be served at 7
p.m. Hostesses will be Blanch Titsworth and Shirley Homra. Reservations may be made by calling 753-6113.

An questions regarding this
meeting can be answered by call
ing Sherry at the Commerk.A.
Centre, 753-5171.

Monday,'July 21
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board/5:30 p.m./City Hall.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons dinner/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.
Calloway County Middle School
SBDM Council meeting/6
p.m./Calloway Board office.
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries (Int.) PSI/5:30 p.m./Ryan
Foods, Murray. Info/762-1655.
Vacation Bible School at Kirksey
Baptist Church/6-8:15 p.m.
Info/489-2435 or 489-2575.
Kids Crusade at First Assembly of
God, Murray/6:30-8:30 p.m.
Info/753-6695 or 753-8945.
Family Vacation Bible School for
nursery through adults/6
p.m./University Church of Christ.
First Place Victory Crusade/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Epilepsy Support Group/5:30
p.m./Shared Care at Weaks Center.
Info/762-1537.
Emotions Anonymous/6:30-8
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/753-6884.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room at MurrayCalloway Hospital Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Parents' Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
West View Nursing Home Back
Lobby games/2 p.m.; Liberty
Boys/6:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities,
First Baptist Church WMU
Facilitators/7 p.m./Fellowship Hall.
First United Methodist Church
Reach-Out Callers III/2 p.m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p m./American Legion
Building.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Tuesday, June 24
Murray Lions Club meeting/6:30
p m./Murray Woman's Club House.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP/11:45 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus
Rustduiant Highway 121 North.
Love of Barbie Doll Club/5
/Calloway Public Library will not
meet today
nirksey Baptist Church Vacation
cliOle SCI1001/6-b.15 p.m.

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
July 23.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Eva Morris as hostess.
If playing, call 753-8584, for
-reservations.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Mary Alice Smith and
Sherry Mohon in charge. Pairings
will be made at the tee.
Winners of the golf scramble
on Wednesday, July 16, have
been announced by Linda Pate,
hostess, as follows:
First team - Shirley Wade,
Laverne Claxton and Linda Pate;

Henderson
girl is born

Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, July 22 and 23, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. "Messy, Dirty, Clean &
Neat!" will be the theme. A special shorten version, Parents and
Twos, designed for children, age 2 accompanied by an adult, is at
9:30 a.m., and Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more
information call 753-2288.
Alzheimer
'
s meeting on

women business owners and
managers caqn play in decision
and policy makig functions int he
community are urged to attend.
Women are asked to bring
ideas or past advertising campaigns along with prices and copies of their ads to contribute to
this session.

Ladies'events at Ouk

Story Hours planned at library
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Lonnie and Jeannie Henderson
are the parents of a daughter, Halie Renae Henderson, born on
Tuesday, July 1, 1997, at 9:48
a.m. at Columbia PineLake Hospital, Mayfield.
The baby weighed six pounds
11 ounces and measured 201
/
4 inches. A sister is Jacquelynn Nicole Henderson, 2.
Grandparents are Betty and Joe
Henderson of Dexter and Ricky
and Mary Ramsey of Almo.

Tuesday

Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 22, at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call Joretta Randolph, 753-5561,
or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1108. Shared Care,
Adult DayCare will sit with Alzheimer clients while caregivers attend, but call 753-0576 to make arrangements.

Second ted111

Lama

earicci

Tuesday, July 22

First Assembly of God Kids
Crusade/6:30-8:30 p.m
University Church of Christ Family
Vacation Bible Schoo1/6 p.m.
First Place Victory Crusade/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
West Fork Baptist Church Basketball
Clinic/9-11:30 p.m.
Women's Doubles Tennis/9
a.m./Murray Country Club.
Dexter Seniors activities/9:30 a.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a m -4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./private dining room
next .to cafeteria at MCCH.
Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Ladies' Night OuV6 p.m./Murray
Country Club. Reservations/753-6113.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Into/Jane, 489-2046, or Sue,
489-2922.
Independent Christian Singles/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Mayfield.
Info/762-0231 or 753-6718.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church./9:30 a.m.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m.
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
West View Nursing Home events include Bingo/10:30 a.m.; Cooking
Class/2 p.m.; MSU students/6:30 p.m.
International Dance/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a m
First Baptist Church Summer Fun
Day/9 a m ; Christians Responding to
Current Istues/1:30 p.m..
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m -415 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a..n.-4 p.m.
National Scuuting Museum/open 9
am -430 pm

SUBSCRIBE

Margaret Maddox and Marlene
Beach;
Third teams tied - Nancy Burhcam, Crystal Parks and Shirley
LaMastus with Della Miller,
Joanne Honefanger and Bronda
Parker.
More Than Just an Insurance
Company!
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riB dal Registry

'09! We are honored that 41,
Rachel York
.0?
and
r013'
.), Jerry Pat Pendergrass 64
:11
05
have joined
our bridal registry.
(4 Rachel and Jerry Pat li-:'
0_21
will be married
[--4
0=
4
lo; September 13, 1997. (

With a Woodmen certificate
you receive insurance protection plus fraternal benefits that
include orphan's care, the newborn benefit and much more!

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

1

E4 Casa deL Sot
,
St.
<4 110075Chestnut
3-1 1 33

James D. Parker
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd 5 Maple,
lAurray 753-8546

JIIIL Woodmen
of the World
Life Insurance Society
Moine Office: Omaha. Metor•ska

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
For Both Men 8 Women
University Square

7674780

Murray, KY

Call Us Today to take advantage of our

Stop by your nearest
JCPenney today!

1/2 Price Special!!!
6111
Jane Pierce of
Murray, Ky. lost
32 lbs & over

Order our book through our secure web site www.jcpenney.com

40 inches!!
And has
maintained for 6

months.
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LITKE
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Kid who laid
out par-5s on
beach wins
British Open

•

TROON, Scotland (AP) —
He was the kid who laid out
par-5s on the beach while the
other kids built sand castles.
He was the kid who waited
for his parents to leave so he
could play chip shots up the
few steps and into the dining
room because it reminded him
of an elevated green.
Sunday that same kid
wrapped both hands around the
Auld Claret Jug and walked off
the 18th at Royal Troon as the
British Open champion.
"l'm just hoping," Justin
Leonard said, "it takes a while
for this to sink in."
That may be. But what Leonard's win in the season's third
major does immediately is elevate him above the crowd of
rising stars packed with potential, names like Phil Mickelson,
David Duval and Jim Furyk. It
also establishes the 25-year-old
Texan as a legitimate rival to
the two best players his genera-:
tion has so far produced:
21 -year-olo Masters champion
Tiger Woods and 27-year-old
U S Open champion Ernie Els
"1 doh t Lel like I play
harder or practice harder because of those two. But maybe
going in there today, having
seen Tiger and Ernie do it, 1
thought it was OK to go out and
win a tournament like this;even
being the age I am."
The night before the 1992
U.S. Amateur final, Nancy Leonard hemmed a new pair of
pants for her son and tried to
imagine' how a breakthrough
win would change his life.
Someone asked Leonard to
do the same moments after he
coolly finished off the final four
-hOles fOr- a -65 and a threestroke win over Jesper Parnevik
and Darren Clarke. He is no
wild-and-crazy guy. Far from it.
Last year, Cosmopolitan magazine named him one of the
world's 25 most eligible bachelors and he spent months trying
to live it down.
But the picture he kept coming back to was the party his
friends were throwing at the
Royal Oaks club in Dallas that
very .moment without him
"The men's locker room will
be crazy," he said. "I hope
somebody ivideotaped it for
me."
After a moment's reflection,
though, Leonard wasn't so sure
he would actually watch it.
"I keep thinking how big my
club bill is going to be," he
said, "after everything is broken and all the champagne
that's going to be poured."
Typical Leonard. Way too
modest. He gets asked about
breaking through to the highest
level of his profession and all
he can talk about is the guys he
plays a. regular Nassau with
II See Page 7

-

Leonard wins British Open
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
TROON, Scotland (AP) — The
engraver was going to work on
the Auld Claret Jug when Justin
Leonard walked up the 18th fairway, his ball safely on the green
and the cheers growing louder
with every step.
Until that moment, he had been
a forgotten man.
Despite a U S Amateur title
and two PGA Tour victories, the
25-year-old Texan had never
been tested in a major championship like Jesper Parnevik at Turnberry in 1994.

Battles from five back
And if Parnevik couldn't hold
a two-stroke lead in the final
round of the British Open on
Sunday, maybe Tiger Woods
couIrtop a 64 and make a run
from eight strokes behind.
Too far back? Fred Couples
was only five strokes back, same
as Leonard.
Even when Darren Clarke was
trying to hang onto the lead in
the third round, a British broad-,
caster said at least the 28-year-

old would not be in awe of his
playing partner — Leonard, of
course.
They can't help but notice
Leonard now.
Leonard won the British Open
with the kind of round required at
Royal Troon — birdies on the
front, survival on the back — and
a putting stroke that wins major
championships.
He shot a 65 for a I2-underpar 272, three strokes better than

Parnevik and Clarke. Jim Furyk
was fourth at 5-under 279, while
Padraig Harrington and Stephen
Ames were another stroke back.
"Just to be able to -Come
through with the tournament on
the line. that's the kind of t.orifi
dence 1'11 be able to take away
from here," Leonard said
The victory Aas a thud straight
by an American, and the filth
straight time an American has
won the kiiitish Open at Royal
Troon, dating to Arnold Palmer
in 1962.
It also confirmed Leonard s
place as one of the best young

players in the game. His win
meant that along with Woods in
the Masters and Ernie Els in the
U.S. Open, all three major
championship winners this year
were in their 20s.
Asked whether players like Els
and Woods had lifted his game,
Leonard replied, "Maybe my expectations just a little bit."
'.'Maybe coming in here, having seen Tiger do so well, having
seen Ernie do so well, maybe 1
thought it's OK to go out and win
a tournament like this," he said.
U See Page 7

Detroit makes
Sanders NFL's
richest player
UNIVERSITY CENTER,
Barry Sanders has
Mich.(AP)
added another record to his long
list: he is now* NFL's highestpaid player.
Sanders agreed Sunday to a
five-year contract with the Detroit Lions, with an option for a
sixth year. The team did not disclose the financial terms of the
contract, but several media reports placed it above $34 million.
The Detroit News and Detroit
Free Press reported today that
aialers agreed to a $34 56 million contra. t that aserages
sile,ntly mu,. uuduu SO.7 inulltun a
season. lioy Allman had been
the NFL's top-paid player, averaging $5.671 million a year.
"The thing that sets this apart
is that we finally broke the glass
ceiling for quarterbacks," Lamont Smith, one of Sanders' two
agents, told the News. "Barry's
the highest-paid player in the
league."
The News and the Free Press
reported the deal includes aft $11

million signing bonus. The News
reported that Sanders agreed to
rewrite the 1997 year of his contract, reducing his salary-cap
number from $4.2 million to
$3.233 million.
"My opinion was, if they were
going to get this type of cap relief, Barry should realize a windfall," Smith said. "The windfall
becomes the escalating average."
The contract also includes a
clause mandating Sanders be the
highest-paid running back in the
.NiFL in the sixth 'cal of the contract, tht Fret, Pres. sported.
"Wt. weie din to do this and I
give the: Lions lot of credit,
said Sanders' other agent, David
Ware. "Despite the fact Barry
had a -year left on his contract
and the could have used the
franchise tag on him, we were
able to work out a deal."
The Free Press cited sources as
saying the biggest sticking point
in the negotiations after the fi-
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Running back Barry Sanders (20) became the NFL's highest-paid player Sunday, signing a five-year deal reportedly worth over $34 million with the Detroit Lions.

II See Pegs 7

Frustrated Ripken tossed
in Orioles'loss to Chicago
MI Baltimore suffers 10th
loss in last 13 outings;
Thomas stars for Sox
By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer

File photo

Baltimore's Cal Ripken was ejected from his major league-leading
2,411th consecutive game Sunday, a 10-2 loss to the Chicago White
Sox It was the Orioles 10th loss in their last 13 games
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BALTIMORE (AP) — The
frustration of the Baltimore Orioles' slump and his own troubles
at the plate finally got the better
of Cal Ripken.
Ripken received a rare ejection
and Baltimore took another loss,
falling to the Chicago White Sox
10-2 Sunday. It was the Orioles'
10th loss in 13 games.
Frank Thomas went 4-for-5
with four RBIs and Jaime Navarro blanked Baltimore until the
ninth inning, handing the AL
East-leading Orioles their seventh
loss in the finale of a 10-game
homestand.
Ripken was ejected for the
third time in his career, ousted by
home plate umpire Al Clark in

the second inning for disputing a
called third strike. Ripken s previous ejections, both for arguing
a called strike in the first unsling,
occurred in 1987 and 1989
"In the end, having had tunic
to think about what went on, I
think Al Clark %aS exactly
right," said Ripken, who us Ili a
5-for 37 skid -It was all about
frustration — frustration on my
part for a lot of reasons that I
probably vented on him in the
wrong way. I wash I had been
strong enough or had a better
way to handle it."
The Orioles third baseman still
got credit for playing in his
2,411th consecutive game, but his
focus Sunday Was on the dozen
or so before this one.
"When you go through a
rough period or a tough period of
time individually, you're frustrated," Ripken said "When you
go through a tough period of time
as a team, you're equally frustrated and maybe even more frus-

timed. To me, the set of circumstances came together all at once.
What you saw today was an act
of total frustration."
Ripken said the umpires
seemed annoyed at Orioles starter
Shawn Boskie's series of throws
ni lost base in the first inning, an
effort to keep Ray Durham close
to the bag. The Orioles also got
the worst of a close call at first
base later in the inning.
By the time Ripken came to
the plate in the second, Baltimore
trailed 6-0. After Clark called a
strike on what Ripken thought
was a check-swing, the umpire
deemed strike three hit the outside corner.
"I think-the thing that irritated
me the most was how the first inning started. It seemed like the
umpires became annoyed that we
were throwing over to keep Durham from stealing second base,"
Ripken said.

Ex-Bred Rueter shuts down Cardinals 9-2
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Kirk Rueter put on quite a show for his.
fans Sunday.
"I left 6() passes and I know
there were more than 100 family
and friends here," Rueter said after the San Francisco Giants beat
the St. Louis Cardinals 9-2.
Rueter pitched seven innings in
96-degree heat, giving up one run
and six hits. He struck out seven
and walked none.
Rueter (7-4) is from nearby
Hoylcton, Ill., which has a population under 500.
Even though he grew up in the

humid St. Louis area, Rueter said
he wasn't used to the heat.
"I haven't been here during
the summer for the last seven
years he said. "I've been playing
in either Montreal or San
Francisco."
"My best pitch was my fastball that I was able to move inside and outside and keep hitters
off-stride, " he said.
Barry Bonds and Stan Javier
each homered and newly acquired
Brian Johnson drove in two runs
as the Giants stopped a threegame losing streak. San Francisco

,

had lost five in a row at Busch
Stadium, dating to last season.
Alan Benes (9-8) gave up four
runs and sevtri hits in seven
innings.
Bonds hit a solo h011iC run in
the first. Javier hit a three-run
homer in the ninth off Eric
Ludwick.
The -Giants were shelped by
three Cardinals errors.
Johnson, acquired Wednesday
from Detroit for Marcus Jensen,
had been 0-for-1 for the Giants
before doubling home a run (1
the fourth
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FROM PAGE 6
busting a couple of lockers. But
then, those guys already knew
how tough he can be with
something on the line.
His swing is one of those
flat, "hit-the-ball-before-itmoves" maneuvers made
necessary by the Texas wind
and made famous by the movie
"Tin Cup." It may not be
pretty, but it proved more than
serviceable in the British Isles.
"The reason you don't see
everybody swing this way,"
Leonard said, "is because no
one else out there is 5-foot-9,
157 pounds, with a 10-C shoe
and thinks exactly the way I
do."
So while the swing may look
like it was slapped together on
the practice range five minutes
before his tee time, Leonard has
been working on it his entire
life. And all that practice along
the beach and across the house
paid off Sunday.
Leonard started the day in
third place, trailing Parnevik by
five strokes and Clarke by
three. He ran off six birdies in
eight holes on the front to get
himself into the tournament and
he made three putts at Nos.
15-17 to win it. But the really
tough part was in the middle.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King
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American League
All Tines COT
East Division
W
L
58 37
Baltimore
56 41
Now York
45 49
TOWS°
45 51
Detroit
44 53
Boston
Central Chateau'
W
L
51
40
Cleveland
49 47
Chicago
45 48
lAreauties
44 52
lAnneeina
Kansas, Ciry
38 56
West Division
W
L
55 43
Soon*
54 43
Anaheim
47 49
Texas
40 60
Oaklend
Sunday's Game*
Cleveland 7, Boston 2
Chicago White Sox 10, Baltimore
Anaheim 9, Toronto 5
Minnesota 1, Oakland 0
Seattle 5, Kansas City
tAlwaukee 6, N.Y. Yankees 2
Texas 7, Detroit 6, 10 innings

Pct. GS
.611
.573 3.4
.479 174
469 13'4
454 15
Pct. GB
.560 —
.510 44
.484 7
458 9.4
.409 14
Pct, GB
561 —
557
'4
.403 7
400 16
2

Monday's Games
Chicago Whit* Sox (Alvarez 8-7) at Joon
(Thompson 8-6). 6:05 pm
Baton (Avery 3-2) at Cleveland (Wnght 2-0),
605 pm
Y Yankees (P51111. 11-5)11 IlAteaultrie (Florio
1-1). 7 05 p m
Baltimore (Kay 12-6) at Texas (Diver 6-9). 7 35
pm
Only games scheduled
Tusedey's Gamin
Oakland (Kersey 2-9) at Boston (Si). 10-7). 6-05
rn
Chicago White Sox (Darwin 4-7) at Detroit
(Moonier 64), 605 p.m.
Seattle (Farmer° 8-5) at Claweland (Hershiser
9-5), 605 p.m.
Anaheim (D.Springer 5-3) al NY Yankees(Cone
10-4), 6:35 p.m
Milwaukee (E)dred 9-9) at Toronto (Hentgen 9-7),
6:35 p.m.
Kansas City (Rosado 7-6) at /Annetta" (Robertson 7-7), 7:05 p m.
Baltimore (Enckson 11-5) at Texas (Burkett 7-8).
7:35 p.m.

National Lupus
East Div IVOR
W
L Pct. GS
62 36
633 —
Atlanta
583 5
56 40
Flonda
567 13'4
55 42
New York
531 10
Montreal
51
45
305 314
29 66
Philadelphia
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
48
515 —
51
Houston
48 49
495 2
Pittsburgh
17 50
485 3
St Lows
438 7'4
42 54
Cincinnati
57
418
41
Chicago
Win Division
W
L PcI, GB
561 —
55 43
San Francisco
531
3
52 46
Los Angeles
469 9
46 52
San Diego
455
104
45
54
Colorado
Sunday's Games
Los Angeles 8, Atlanta 3
Philadelphia 4. Pittsburgh 1
NY Mots 10, Cincinnai 1
HCWIAOCI 9, Montreal 0
San Francisco 9, St Loris 2
Colorado 9, Chicago Cubs 5
San Diego 3, Flonda 0
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh (Loans 6-7) at Phiadelphia ISchitrig
11-8). 1206 pm
Los Anginas (Nano 9-8) at Atlanta (Glavin*
10-5), 1210 pm.
at Florida (Brown
San Diego (Hitchcock 5-5) .
9-6), 1235 p.m.
Cinannati (Borba 6-9) at NY. Mats (Jones 12-5),
12 10 pm
Colorado (Thomson 2-6) at Montreal (Wenger
6-9), 635 pm
San Francisco (Foutts 1-4) at St Louis iMorris
64), 7 05 p m
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta (Maddox 13-3 and Neagle 13-2) at Chicago Cubs (Gorualez 7-2 and Mulholland 6-9). 2.
12 p.m.
Colorado (Seat 4-3) at Montreal (Pere2 9-6),
6:35 p.m.
Florida (A.Leiter 8-6) at Crnannas (Burba 6-9).
6:35 p.m.
Houston (Hampton 6-7) at St Louis (An.Beries
6-4), 705 p.m
N.Y. Mots (Clark 7-6) at Los Angeles (CandioN
5-3), 905 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Cordova 6-6) at San DI1190 (Hamilton
8-3J. 9:05 p.m.
PhiladiliPlia (Beech 0-5) at San Francisco (Gard
net 10-4), 905 p.m.

le photo

LONG POND, Pa.(AP) — Jeff
Gordon knew a winner when he
saw one. He also knew it wasn't
going to be him.
"Nobody could touch Dale
Jarrett," Gordon said after a val
'ant second-place finish Sunday
in the Pennsylvania 500. "There
was th.ly one good car 04: tn(re
today."
Gordon's finish was the only
Lop-five for a Chevrolet. That
typified both the last two seasons
at Pocono International Raceway
and the 1997 Winston Cup
campaign.

The 25-year-old Hoosier has
two victories in the last four
races at the track. Those are the
only placements of Chevys in the
top five. Fords have put 15 cars
in the top five over that same
span
Gordon also has all seven
Lnevy victories tins season Thai
'h.b..4.111.13, 11.
del 3 (kJ*

ittuLli

101164..x

flt.

.411

hold on.
"As soon as that sun comes
out and it gets slick, those guys
are in a league of theu own,' he
said of the Fords, "You can't
compete against horsepower and
downlorce"

FROM PAGE 6
nancial package was determined
was the structuring of payments.
"This was obviously a complicated deal, and we're glad we
could iron out the final details,"
said Chuck Schmidt, the Lions'
executive vice president and chief
operating officer. "Barry's been
an important player for this team
for the past eight seasons. And
with this deal, we're delighted
that Lions fans will have the opportunity to watch Barry for
yes to come."
Sanders won the NFL rushing
title last season with 1,553 yards,
becoming the first back in league
history to rush for 1.500 yards or
better in three straight seasons.
Sanders also was the first back to
r.,;11 tut mole thait i .)00 yards ,n
,;grit suaight sea.ons, dud we
first to rush for more than 1,000
yards in each of his first eight
seasons.
The 1,553 yards was the
second-best total of Sanders' career. He ran for 1,883 yards in
1994,
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The biggest problem every farmer faces is
the inability to predict the future
Since you never know when or
where a disaster will strike, you
need to insure your farm with someone
you can trust. I'll provide you with the perfect Grange
coverage to protect your farm from the threat of the
unknown, and you can count on my experience and
commitment to personal service to keep you safe
1Unrie
11
well into the unforeseeable future. So call me today
•
INSURANCE
yourpartned
ute,
for more information about Grange Farm Insurance

Your Farm
Is Your
Life - And
You Can't
Entrust
That To
Just
Anyone.

4

INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
901 SyLamore, Murray
LdvC R

KiI

' 753-8355

SIZZLING
SUMMER
CLOSE-OUT
97 DODGE CARAVAN
V6-autumatic an could,7 passer iger tilt, cruise, power locks,
r defroster AM/FM L.assette *Nage rack. driver side sliding
door & more

on the front nine to make it a
two-man race with Parnevik.
Despite the lead, Parnevik said
he never felt comfortable about
his game. It wasn't long before it
caught up with him.
"I have been riding a wave on
just positive momentum all week,
and today I think the pressure
was a little bit too much," he
said. "It was a struggle all day. I
had to scramble to save my life
on every hole it seemed like."
His four-stroke lead through
five holes was down to two when
he made the turn, and he lost
another stroke when he made bo-

gey on No. 13.
Leonard showed what it takes
to win majors with three oneputts starting on the 15th hole,
where he faced a 12-foot putt for
par and the prospect of falling
two shots back with three tough
holes to play.
He pumped his arm out to the
right when the putt fell, the first
sign- of emotion all day.
He made up the stroke difference at the par-5 16th, where
Leonard holed a 15-footer for birdie and Parnevik missed a 5-foot
birdie try when he came through
a hole later.

List $20,905

$17,999

97 GRAND CARAVAN SE
IC
till. 1..1 ul u, p1JWI:/1
vb, auro..iatic, di
windows/locks, keyless entry, illuminated entry, cast aluminum wheels
defroster luggage auk driver side sliding
door AM4 M ,.assene

2.0 4,automatic, Lai id. • oefroster , powe, ,ieering power
brakes ti,it glass, AM/FM stereo & more

•Leonard...
FROM PAGE 6
The way he worked himself around Royal Troon, tamed by only
a trace of breeze off the Firth of
Clyde, was equally impressive.
"Justin is a great player," said
Woods, who took a triple bogey
on No. 8 and finished at 74, b2
strokes behind. "He's a great
putter. People do not give him
enough credit for that."
While Couples made bogey
twice from pot bunkers and
Clarke fell out of the picture
when his tee shot on No. 2
bounded onto the shore of the Irish Sea, Leonard made six birdies

him nits igate the hardest stretch
of holes on the course.
"I never thought there was
too much golf course. I thought
all week long that the guys who
would do well
he said,
would be the ones with the
strongest mental outlook."

on tour that way
Atter getting Ch-al up b) the
winds over here in three previous Opens (missed two cuts;
tied for 58th), Leonard switched
to a metal headed. graphite
shatted drivel It made a diner
ence, but it wasn't what helped

97 PLYMOUTH NEON 4DR

leal re-

d

The back nine at Royal Troon
begins with lour par 4s LA 4.5b
463, 431 and 465 yards, and the
short-hitting Leonard is as traditional about his equipment as
anybody gets. He grew up playing with persimmon woods and
forged blade irons and came out

•Sanders...

Jarrett takes win
in Pennsylvania 500
By DICK MINSTER
AP Sports Writer

'List $24,965

$21,699
List $13,233

910,999
List $16,825

97 PL YMOU I H BHE EZE 4DR
20 L 4 aututi la& air ,..of , p0v,ei iteel iy, ,,ower brakes
folding rear seat, tilt, cruise, AM/FM cassette deep tinted
windows

$13,999
List $18,355

97 DODGE S1 HA FUS 40R
2.4 L 4 automatic, air cond , tint glass power windows/locks,
personal security group tilt, cruise premium AM/FM cas
sette, folding rear seat heateo mirrors & more

$15,599

97 CHI-tYSLER CIRRUS 4DR
2.5 V6, automatic, air cond., tint glass power Windows/locks,
power drivers seat, cast aluminum wheels gulo package
folding rear seat,console with armresi , tilt, cruise r aetfoster,
AM/FM cassette

IRST
1.11 AMERICAN
CA$H ADVANCE

Our Service is Quick, Easy & Confidential

WE WILL TURN NO ONE AWAY
Social Security
Customers Welcome

List $20,415

17,999

96 EAGLE VISION 1St SPORT SEDAN

List '24,95O

High performance 3 5 V6, auto stick, performance suspen-sion, bucket seats auto-temp air cond , premium AM/FM-CD
cassette with equdliLet chrome alloy wheels, power win
dows/iocks, keyless entry illuminated entry, power seats
(both), security alarm & lots more

$19,999

96 CHRYSLER SEBRING JX CONVERTIBLE

List '22 800

2 4 L, automatic, air cond tint glass tilt, cruise, power
windows/locks, keyless entry, AM/FM cassetteruD with
equalizer, aluminum wheel. touring group power drivers
seat. heated mirrors power trunk release and lots more.

919,999

Cain's

SAVE
753-1020

$17,499

3 V6 automatic
cond., tint giass, 50/50 split bench, tilt,
cruise power windows/locks, AM/FM cassette & more.
out

3

If you have an active checking account we will give
you cash for your check today and deposit in 12
days or your next payday!

Olympic Plaza
Murray

List '20,325

97 DODGE INTREPID 4 DR

GRAND
OPENING
Personal Check Advance

25%

When you bring this
ad,,,
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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CLASSIFIED

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
P.i1P152Y Aci

Card of
Legal NOLICe
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Ouldcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
In strucuon
Computers
For Sale Or I rade

Reader Adt
30c per word, $600 minimum
ist clay. tic per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $200 extra to; Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads

Yard Sale
A $2.00(*.win be riputrod to molt•
any changes to ad otter asaditne.

MISSING from Lynn
Grove area- black Lab.
weighs about 751b6- male
with a bright red collar and
rabies tag Call Brandon
Rodgers at 753-2043 if
found

Henry County

Full-time, part-time,
deliver & setup furniture. All around work.

Medical Center has
a full time R.N.
position

open

in

Resources Dept.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

No phone calls please

COLORTYME, now hiring
Accts Mgr. Must be enthusiastic and self motivated,
competitive wages. EOE
No phone calls Apply at
408, N 12th St, Murray

YOU'RE Hired- Start Same
Day! Dancers wanted for
increased summer resort
season. Ex-employees or
new, all welcome. Our
dancers take home over
$1,000 a week. Doll House
Sports Cafe, Paris, TN Call
901-642-4297 or stop by.

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1105
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mons, womens. choldrens jeans.
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Ott Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

AVON $8-$18/hr, No door CPA/ Growing CPA firm will
to door, Quick Cash, Fun & interview bright, energetic
Relaxing 1-800-826-4916 and ambitious CPA. Steven
Ind/Ms/rep
Sacora, CPA, PFS/CFP,
319 Sacora Lane, Sedalia,
AVON sales $8-$18/hr. No
KY 42079.
door to door. Easy
methods' Quick Cash!'Bo- DETECTIVE- PRIVATE Innuses 1-800-827-4640 vestigator Trainees. Good
ind/s1s/rep
Wages 502-329-0457
BIG Apple Cafe, Puryear,
TN now hiring kitchen help.
Full or part-time Apply in
person 901-247-5798

EXPERIENCED Telemarketer for home improvement
company. Excellent pay &
work at home Call
502-436-5499
The WinBILLING,/
CANCER
COLLECTIONS- Full-time dow goctor.
INSURANCE
position available at local IN respciise to existing and
No age mit to dpply It
business. Health, dental, anticipated employment
your present policy is
401-K, vacation, and sick opportunities, applications
over 10 years old, it
pay benefits. Hours Mon- are now being accepted for
may not cover some of
Fri 8-5 Please mail re- production operator posithe nx_sver treatments
sume, with salary history, to tions for our Mattel/ Murray
such as chemotherPO Box 1040-H, Murray, facility on the following
apy For tree informaKY 42071
shifts' 4.30pm.3,00am,
non call
Tues- Fri (10 hour shift),
Jerry McConnell
BRIGHT'S of Murray is now 6.00am-6.00pm, Sat, Sun.
Insurance
accepting applications -for Mon (11.5 hour shift),
full-time position in sales/ 600pm-6.00am, Sat, Sun,
753-4199
cashier. Apply in person at Mon (11 5 hour shift), Noon
-,soe 'OCR'
110 S 5th St.
to Midnight, 2-3-2 Schedule
(11.5 hour shift), Midnight
CHILD CARE TEACHERS to Noon 2-3-2 Schedule
needed Full time pre- (11.5
hour shift). Starting
school and part time/ sub- pay rate is $6.39/ hour with
stitute positions. Also sub a top rate of $9.11/ hour
pool for local centers offers
FEMALE looking for 2 more hours with flexible after 24 months. Individuals
roommates to share a turn scheduling Must be 18 would be full benefits eligiished 3br house Walking Must be able to work full ble after a 90 day probadistance to MSU $200/mo day shift Call Tonya at tionary period. If you've got
what it takes to work with
+ deposit 762 0260
PLAY Academy 762-0090.
the world's best toymakers,
please contact Murray Employment Agency, 201 S.
12th Street, Murray, KY
42071 502-759-2150

/ ALPINE
NXIdad676qC1112,

Clarion

Tapes

CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music

HALEY'S

A

UglyDuck
Rental and Sales

Cars, Custom vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Wiggins
Furniture
Hwy. 641 N.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

APPLY in person at Dutch
Essenhaus, 121 ByPass
753-2334

4$

Apply at

Mon.-Fri.

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

MACHINIST Marine/ Ship
yard background preferred
Excellent benefits & working conditions Apply in person, Walker Boat Yard,
4040 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, KY, 9am-4pm.
EEO M/F.
OTR Drivers Must have
2yrs current experience
901 247 5856
PART time position exper
fence preferred, but will
train Must be honest de
pendable and neat in ap
pearance Provide references Apply in person
USA Union 76, 811 Sycamore No phone calls
please
PART time Production As
sistant wanted Must be re
sponsible able to work
flexible hours and have
computer knowledge
EOE Send resume to PO
Box 1040-C Murray KY
42071
PLUMBERS & electricians
Up to $10 50/hr with bene
fits Apply in person, Mid
America Homes, Hwy 641
Bypass, Benton Equal Op
portunity Employer
POSTAL Jobs, 3 positions
available No experience
necessary For information
call 1 818 764 9023, Ext
7196
PSYCHOLOGICAL examiner Immediate position
Tennessee license a must
901 782-3527
SIRLOIN Stockade, Now
hiring asst manager
Apply in person anytime
TINY Hearts School is
seeking a pan bme teacher
for their infant to toddler
class Applicants must be
at least 18yrs of age, have a
high school diploma or
GED, preferrably with experience in childcare Interested persons call
502-753-4181 Mon-Fn

079
Domestic
& Childcare

HOUSE & office cleaning
Fast, efficient &
Ph._
able
(502)753-6199

Happy Birthday
For Sale or Lease 470
Commercial Property for Sale 480
Pets & Supplies 485
Livestock & Supplies 490
Yard Sale 495
Public Sale 500
Home Loans 510
.. ........... . Real Estate 520
Lake Property 530
Lots For Sale 550
Farms For Sale 360
Homes For Sale 570

Want
To Buy

70's Vintage Levi's
501 Jeans that have
red line at the leg
such as picture.
Nike products that
have
orange
swoosh on the tag.
1995 Air Max
(products number
104050). Air Jordan Shoes (1990)

2 HOME computers (1)
1997 top of the line Cybermax (IBM), 60 RAM. (1)
1992 286 IBM 753-7787,
after 6pm
6.99 PER megabyte for
standard 72 pin MEMORY.
FREE installation required.
Located 8 Inches east of
Papa John's Pizza 1304
Chestnut 753-7001

767-9683

LIVE INTERNET training
with FREE manual, 6-9PM
Monday's $49 prepaid
Other subjects available
Hawkins Res•arch
753-7001

WANTED! HOUSES FOR
SALE: Looking for houses
for sale in the Calloway
County area which consist
of at least 2300 square feet,
3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths and
a two car garage. The
houses for sale must be for
sale without regard to race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin. If you have a
house for sale, you may
contact WR Reed,
898-2431 extension 262 or
800-338-42133

Want
To Buy

A
rn ,oile hone lot
tov. 753-4915
NEED a little help arou,d
the house° Call me' AN,iUuES0, ale dieue ui
489-2056_ Free estinidlus collections /•539433 day
or night
NOW taking fall enrollment
Limited slots available for ANTIQUES piece or es
infant/ toddler and multiage tates Call Larry Elkins
preschool classes 2 Day,3 492-8646 or 753-1418
day,
day, morning or
afternoon, drop-in & full CASH paid for good, used
time options. Center rifles, shotguns, and pislicensed for 20 children, 4 tols Benson Sporting
full time staff PLAY Goods, 519 S 12th,
Academy, 115 So 13th. Murray
762-0090.
CLAW toot bathtub
753 4981
WILL stay with elderly parttime, 753-9649. Domestic GOOD used pool table
work inc
436-5224

WAN I tU Hieing inowers
USd5ileeo wurk. 436-2867.
WANT to buy land with well/
septic or city water/ sewer
suitable for manufactured
home. 753-3869.
150

FOR sale, 200 amp service
box, complete with weather
head Call 753-4258
LEER camper top for short
wheel base. Red with factory tinted sliding glass windows $1,000. Call
474-8340, after 5:30prn.

MOTORCYCLE helmets,
steel toe work boots, army
pants & camping supplies.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mayfield
RED 1993 JOG moped.
Good condition. 753-6564.
RIDING mowers, push
mowers Money back guarantee 753-8292
ROUND hay bales for sale,
5x5, $20
each
502 345-2501
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length Covers 36 inches, many colOrs.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!
PROM SHARING!!
Jakel, Incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
force in Murray, KY. In conjunction with this effort
we have implemented a brand new wage program for production workers that rewards performance and service If you are interested in
earning a competitive wage, working four days a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vacations and holidays, participating in the company's growth and profitability, and possessing
one of the finest health insurance plans wound,
then you owe it to yourself to check us out. You
can do so by applying in person at
Jebel, Incorporated
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

36 CAL. flintlock, carved
stock, working condition.
$350. 759-4281.

*4.

The Calloway County Board of Education has an
opening for Special Education Teacher. Requirments must include a current Kentucky Teaching
Certification and Special Education Certification.
Salary will be commensurate with education and
experience. Excellenct fringe benefits. Send resume and cover letter to: Calloway County Board
of Education, Attention: Debbie Plummer, P 0
Box 800, Murray, KY 42071. The Calloway
County Board of Education is an Equal Education
and Employer Institution.

GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
436-5650.
REMINGTON 7400 270
with scope/ sling, $375.
Specialized RockHopper
Mountain Bike, $225.
Sharp stereo with duo cassette & cd player, $250.
Call 759-1641 after 6pm.

ipo(jc)int..#0,Jmumi ,,m ,ss me
▪

r,•

7

.• .

Jim Knight
30 Years Experience
Tam Tayla Rd
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Hwy 641 - 1`/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

753-7728

°.

.

Cr.

NEW 2
from ta
ing w/d
Avail
753-4%
ment d
1yr lea
able 7
days.

NEW ii

c
436-27

NICE
3-4br I
dryer,
MSU. Ii
St. 752
753-061
NICE
pets.

NICE,
apartni
barber
furnish
1413 t
posit.
753-08

VERY
bath di
aPPrla7
central
deposi
904-B

Cl

E

1

Maw KY

Mobile
Homes For Sal.
14 WIDE mobile home & lot
for sale. Out in country.
Serious inquires only. Call
474-8056.

y

1979 HOLIDAY 14X70 3br,
$3600 753-1142, leave
message

End of Season Sale on

DAYLILIES
& Hostas
Wa ter Gallons, Lands aping & Mulch

BETHEL GARDENS
Gift plant with purchase
Open rue Sat 10 am 5pm
94 East 2 miles to Van Cleve Rd
(left) & follow signs.
763-2993

1979 MOBILE Home,
12X70, 2 bedroom
492-8685

1990 14X70 BELMONT
mobile home, 2br, 2 bath &
very well maintained. 1 car
carport & storage building
on rental lot at Coach Estates. CM or leave message 7594174

1* r • •.
•

KENTU
land VI
apartm
cluded,
come. 6
cap &
Hou sir
502-354

Murray

a
"or.

270

WINCHESTER XPERT,
over and under Model 96,
12 gauge. Shoots 2%
3
inch magnum shells, full &
modified. Excellent oorxlibon, $500 474-8704 after
51)ft,

• tv vt-

I.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK

1 ACRE mobile home lot.
Financing available. Call
767-9435 after 5,
742-4435.

SWEET corn $1 25 dozen
492-6890

•

EXTRA
bath wit
shower,
central
garage,
to MSU
requir
753-571

Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet, Without pro
Installation, your carpet Of other floor covering will not look as
beautiful and certainly will not last as long
We aall all la puffy most, viny( tie and hardwood.

1985 FLEETWOOD
14X70, excellent condition.
1974 Comodore, I2X65,
extra good condition. Set
up & ready to move into
753-9866

44

I

4-{CARPET & FLOOR COVERING.,---

SWEET Corn! $1.20 per
dozen We pick. Place orders now. 498-8546 or
901-247-3954,

'
,4
• ,4f...t
-.°`

AVAILS
ATELY.
ments.
ments,
Murray,
Equal
Opportu

Lake House:

▪
Yearly rentals, one and two bedroom
WINCHESTER XPERT, • units. Comes with lake access and a boat
over and under Model 96, !slip.
12 gauge. Shoots 2% & 3
i
Reasonable pets permitted, school bus
inch magnum shells, full &
modified. Excellent condi- I at corner.
$350.00 and up per month, plus utilities
tion, $500. 474-8704 after
5Prn.
os Deposit required, one year lease.
v,,
so
* Cali for appointment: 354-6422
220
Ii osor.im 'of
m S im am'
Musical

1980 CASTLE I4X80 3br, frr
2 bath, central h/e. 67,500
obo. 759-9589

•1.

AMU

1111WAllulal , Eg .,im ,

▪ )

OLDER upright piano. Excellent condition. Make offer. 753-4487, 753-2769.

2BR dui
So. 13
Avails
753-600

3 ROO
ished.$
759-469

Business
Rentals

Special Education Teacher

STRAW for sale. $1 75/
bale 489-2436, if no answer leave message

•

• °°•C

2BR Du
$400/mc

• Deadlines are 2 days
In advance!

753-5585

MATTRESSES. Smith
Mattress Factory.
502-851-3160.

Family-based treatment program for troubled
youth seeks individual to work as family
counselor and case manager. Master's degree
and license eligible in mental health or social
services and two years experience working
with children and families preferred. Involves
counseling and case management services to
child and family in home, also addressing
school, peers, community and individual/
cognitive needs. Positions available in the
PARIS area. EOE. Send resume with cover
letter to YOUTH VILLAGES. 1209 US Hwy.
641 South, Paris, TN 38242 or call us at (901)
642-1000.

.4-,

Mon.-Fd. 7..30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

641 Storage

CROSSWALK treadmill, digital panel, works upper
body too. Practically brand
new $380. Call 759-4265.

CARD & book racks,
$50/ea 6 4h metal store
shelving, $20/ea. 4X8 peg
boards, $8/ea. 12ft butcher
block top counter, $150.
Queen size bed with mattress & dresser with mirror,
$100 489-2443

COUNSELOR

Is

2BR, 1 I
pliancei
hookup,
lease, 1
pets.
753-753

BY owner, 1996, 16x80 2 OFFICE or retail spaces
Northriver Fleetwood, 3br, available in downtown
2 bath, lots of extras, area. Contact Tony at
$29,000. Excellent condi- 753-2552.
tion. 759-5830.
SEARS Kenmore side by
FOR rent: July 1st, street
side refrigerator freezer, CLOSE Out On All 1997 front office building, down1995 model with icemaker, Models!!! Buy now and
town 100 N 5th. Newly rebeige color, $500. Call Save big bucks!! The hous- modeled, electric, water, &
615-589-5437.
ing leader, Dinkins Mobile parking space furnished. 2
Homes, Inc. 2427 E Wood Offices, storage room, reSt, Paris, TN 38242. ception area, bathroom,
160
1-800-642-4891.
anni
flosate
mage
$450/mo. 759-4727.
LARGE selection of
QUEEN size bed, mattress preowned mobile homes, OFFICE space for lease,
& box springs & dresser priced to sell. Dinkins Mo- Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St.
bile Homes, Inc., 2427 E 753-8302 or 753-9621
$200. 753-9691.
Wood St, Paris, TN.
OFFICE space on court
1-800-642-4891.
180
square from $95-$150/mo.
Lawn & •
NICE 12X70 2br, 2 bath. Utilities included
Gantim
Sitting on rented lot. $5,000 753-4451, ask for Greg.
CLAY Pots- large & small, obo. 753-6012.
OFFICE space available
plain & decorative, straw- RENT to own: 2br, 2 bath Aug 1st 500-A Maple St
berry pots, clay window Coleman RE, 753-9898
753-8964
boxes, azalea pots, conSMALL
office space
crete planters, bird baths &
280
753-4509 or 753-6612
more. Coast to Coast HardMobil.
ware, Central Shopping
Homes For Riot
Center.
2BR,located in Ft. Heiman
STEPPING Stones, land- KY.
No , pets.
scape retaining wall blocks, 901-232-8275.
All Sizes
patio stones. Assorted
A
N'a ilable
sizes and colors Also, pot- 2BR trailer. No pets Referting soil, top soil, peat & ences needed. Call
cow manure. Play sand, 753-9866.
mulch & spagnum peat
available. Coast to Coast
nn
Hardware, Central ShopBusiness
Apartments
ping Center.
Rentals
For Rant
TORO Wheel Horse, 244
1bH, iumisheo or unrurnH, lawn tractor, excellent
'shed Nice & OMsi
Neon Beach
condition
$2 000
/ C /17
Mill-Storage
474-2485 after 7pm
i......nea up.
New Buildings
$200/o 06.
200
All Sizes Avaliame
pets 3212 St RI 121 N,.1ext
Sports
753- 3853
to Fairgrounds 753-3139
Equipment

Fa lisle

ALMOST new Nordic Rider
& leather swivel recliners.
Consider best offer. Call
759-1159.

New retirement community in Murray, Kentucky seeking an experienced professional in
marketing senior housing alternatives. High
integrity, desire to serve seniors and directly
related experience a plus. Competitive salary,
benefits and significant growth opportunity
aailable. Send resume to The Covenant
Group, 5601 Bridge St., Suite 250, Ft. Worth,
TX 76112 or fax to 817/446-0923.

•

1R001
MSU. Pi
ished.
753-989

OFFICE HOURS;

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Appliance.

152 CU ft upright deep
freeze, $350. Desk, $50.
VCR cabinet, $25. Antique
childs desk & chair.
759-5708.
48FT storage trailer for
sale. $1,100. Can be seen
at Key Auto Parts or call
753-5500.

MARKETING DIRECTOR
Glendale Place

.•

1 OR 2b
town Mt

270

ACCEPTING offers for
body in motion exerciser.
492-8723.

Articles

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

•

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truckc
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

lbr furr
utilities i
5 miles
435-423

Advertisers are requested
to check the first Insertion
of their ads for any *nor.
Murray ted9or6 Times will
be responsiblefor only one
Incorrect Insertion. Any error should be reported Immediately so corrections
can be mad*.

25CU ft Kenmore side by
side refrig., excellent condition, almond color, $650
(negotiable). 753-5584.

133 MHz Intel PENTIUM
Multi-Media Corporate
Computer 16BM/1.6GB
w/1 FREE training- FREE
software Only $1499.00.
753-7001.
200 MHz INTEL PENTIUM
Multi-Media Horne Computer 32ME3/2 1GB w/15- M
Tons of FREE softwareFREE training. Only
$1999 00. Hawkins Research 753-7001.

•
*°- ••••11.tos•ves•orotwors.•-••••`'
•

MasterCard

155

1J0
Domestic
& Childcare

CLEANING is my business
Home or office Call Linda, SUMMER Computer
Camp for Kids ages 614
759-9553.
1 week long, 8-12AM or
HOUSE cleaning & com- 1-5PM,$149 Call Hawkins
mercial cleaning Call Lori Research today and register 753-7001
474-8340

Say

365
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
435
440
450
460

070
Help
Wanted

Apply in person at
HCNIC Human

LIFE without the pain of
Fibromyalgia For free cassette call toll free
888-881-8577

In Memory
Miscellaneous
240
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
270
Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290...........Heating And Cooling
. .
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
!louses For Rent
For Rent Or Lease
360

nn
Help
Wanted

CCU 7 p.m. - 7 a.m.

ACTIVE 40yr old quadripCourt Square
legic needs live-in assistant. Must enjoy travel &
M-F 9:30-5:00
pets References required
Salary negotiable. Phone
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's 502-395-5432, leave
See & Sew 753-6981
message.

CALL 753-1916

Thanks
140
Want To Buy
150
Articles For Sale
155
..... Appliances
160
. Home Furnishings
165 ........................Antiques
170... . ..
.
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Lawn & Garden
190.... .......
Farm Equipment
195...
. Heavy Equipment
200
. Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical

060

020

New Life
Christian
Bookstore
Storewide
Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.25 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
box Discount 3rd Run.
µ/.3 Ads Mal Run *WM•Doy Pedal)
$2 25 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

R, nio
ished.
753-9891

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

753-1916

For Details

VIn

111•1111OMPOMPlelprep..„,4

530

3110

lbr furnished apartment.
utilities included $325/mo
5 miles West of Murray
435-4236
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency new
MSU Partiaal utilities furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR, 1 bath w/carport, appliances furnished, w/d
hookup $475/mo 1 Yew
lease 1 month deposit No
753 2905 or
pets
753-7536
2BR Duplex in Northwood,
$400imo 759-4406

rye

2BR duplex, 1 bath, at 113
So 13th St, $385imo
Available July 16
753-6001
3 ROOM efficiency furnished $235/mo 412 N 5th
759-4-696

•

ail spaces
own town
Tony at

1st. street
ng, down Newly rewater. &
rnished 2
room, remthroom,
727
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3-9621
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cluded
Dr Greg
available
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AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 3BR apartments Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY 759-4984
Housing
Equal
Opportunity
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1
bath with whirlpool tub &
shower, washer & dryer,
central h/a, dishwasher,
garage, large deck Close
to MSU Lease & deposit
No pets
required
753-5719.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888
NEW 2br duplex Almo 5mi
from town $400imo including w/d. No pets lyr lease.
Available 7-1-97.
753-4937, days 2br apartment downtown. No pets.
lyr lease. $275/mo. Available 7-1-97. 753-4937,
days
NEW in country, lbr completely furnished $265/mo
plus deposit No pets
436-2722
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br apartment
pets 492-8534

No

NICE, clean 2br triplex
apartment New paint, new
berber carpet, appliances
furnished, w/d hook-up
1413 Hillwood Lease/ deposit No pets $375/mo
753-0814
VERY nice lyr old 2br, 2
bath duplex with garage All
appliances including w/d,
central gas hia Lease +
deposit No pets $575/rno
904-B N 20th 753-3119

Classified

2-3 BEDROOM with ap LAB puppies AKC, 4 yelphances and storage shed low, 7 chocolate, 2 male of
443-2256 or
Reasonable utilities no each
pets $500/mo, deposit re- 759-4335
quired 753-7920
MALTESE puppies AKC
2 AND 3br houses in Mur- registered Own both Sire &
ray Lease & deposit re Dame- Pedigree 4 males
ready in 6 weeks I male &
guyed 753-4109
1 female in 7 weeks $250
2BR unfurnished house on Taking deposits Cuddly
641 South near Hazel Gas Kennel 753-5628
heat $350mo $150 depo
sit References 753-4797 PONIES- several sizes &
colors to choose from
3BR 1 bath in town, stove & 753-2493
refrigerator, w/d hookup.
ac, $350/month $350 deposit, 759-1519 Available
8-1-97
3BR appliances furnished
$450/mo 605 Sycamore
759-4696
3BR plus study CLEAN
CUTE Refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, microwave,
washer, dryer Deposit, lyr
lease $560/mo 753-8734
or 557-4570
3BR with appliances, w/d
hook-up, ceiling fans, central gas h/a No pets
$430/mo References & deposit required 753-1059
3BR with garage, 5min
North of Murray No pets
759-4826
4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Central h/a Available now. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
4BR house 2 bath, walking
distance of university, great
for students 753-1787 or
753-3536
5BR, 1 full bath, 2 half
baths gas heat 753-9826
LAKE front cabin Cypress
Springs area Utilities included $45 day, $300 wk
$600 mo 502-436-5099
NEAR campus Absolutely
No Pets! Call 753-5980,
8arn-5pm, 753-1203 anytime

1988 MODEL WW 2 horse
trailer, $800 436-2779
FOR sale- Pepe Sand Bager filly Information
492-8723

no
Real
Estate
5 1 ACRES north of town
753-7836
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres, 5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Mature trees, private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40,000 firm Will not
divide. Serious inquiries
only please Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message
VERY nice lakefront home
in Panarama Shores
436-2054

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail753-2905 or
able
753-7536

LOTS! We have the location, price & size to fit your
lifestyle All wicity utilities
Contact Kenny or Valerie
753-9950 AM or 762-0009
PM.
050

Farms
For Sale
AKC Dalmation puppies,
3mos old, female, $75 96 ACRE mini farm. Almo
(502)928-2745
community 6 mi north o
$130,000
AKC Golden Retriever pup- Murray.
502-436-5099
pies, $150 Ready on 7/22.
Local dogs Order now I Call
753-9295
460
Homes
AKC registered Sharpe'
For Sala
puppies, 7wks old
$250-$300 901-584-9072 38R, 1 bath 2 ponds 2
COCKER Spaniel Puppies. barns 12 acres $56,000
AKC registered. Males and 382-2595
Females. Colors: black, 802 N 18th St Located
black & white, party, choco- near MSU 3br, 1 bath
late, red, blonde. Phone home recently remodeled
502-753-5113 weekdays New roof, driveway, paint,
after 7 p m , weekends,
central H/A 2 car garage
anytime
with security lights & reDOG obedience classes or mote door opener Call
private Serving Murray 17 Steve 247-2421 Or
247-6257 at Barger Realty
years 436-2858

Horne.
For Sale

A VERY SPECIAL FAMILY
HOME awaits you in this
immaculate, like new, 3br.
2 bath, ranch with open
airy floor plan Featuring
cathedral ceiling in living
room, cheerful kitchen w
beautiful oak cabinets di
rung room and located in
Southwest Villa Custom
landscaping & priced to
sell Make an appointment
for your private tour today
$126,500 Call Mary Jane
Roberson at Kopperud Re
aity 753-1222

REDUCED 3br 1 bath
white vinyl siding home Six
years old North school
Small house beautifully
landscaped and decorated
on 1 27 acres Fenced
backyard and garage with
workshop area Ready to
sell at $57.500 753-1961

FOR Sale By Owner extra
nice 4br, 2 bath house on
wooded lot in Oaks Es
tates 502-753-0876
FRESH on the market! 9
acres mil mini-farm features charming 3br, 2 bath
brick ranch home, central
h/a, new carpentry, cabinets & deck 1995 Fencing Many vanDes of fruit
trees Immediate possession Priced at $79,900.
Contact Rich at Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for additional information on
MLS*3001024.
NEW 4br, 2.5 bath home,
hardwood flooring throughout, vaulted ceilings, quality
craftsmanship throughout.
For private showing:
753-9950am, 759-1828pm
or 762-0009pm.
NEW Dryvit home 3br, 24
baths By appointment
only
753-9950 am.
759-1828 pm, 762-0009
Pm
NEWER home on quiet
road, 3br, 2 bath, open floor
plan on 1 5 acres Owner
anxious to sell $89,900
obo 489-2973
NICE 3br home on extra big
lot. Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced high $50's Call
753-1623
OWNER finance Must
See to appreciate! Semicountry, 211 acres, 3br,
11, baths, living, dining,
kitchen, family room. Barn
with loft & lean-to. 40X60
shop 14 acres fenced in
$78,500. 502-382-2534

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week. (13 week minimum)

es

753-1916

DIAL

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

Ed's Wheel Alignment
•

Alignment & Complete Brake Service,
Straits and Shocks etc.
Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
301 Olive St.
(502) 753-1351
Murray, KY 42071 7:00-4:00

Wrivitt At r.10M1b1

Tabers Body Shop
637 South 3rd
Auto Body Repair & 24-Hr. Towing (Large

cx

Small)

753-3134
David's Cleaning Services
"Cleanog•
1/Irtyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brtck Dnverays
• Parking Lots • Al Enenor Cleanng • Acid Cleaninj Available
Phone
David Batters
15021759-4734
Insured
Completely Moboe
Cellular 15021853-1108

Tut

Formal Wear „li.
y
and Limousine Ns aUp:.',e,

admikp
*
*
*
*

Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at 529.99
Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson
Discounts on rentals depending on site of wedding.
304 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 753-1300
(901)642-5300
Weddings, Promc and Banquets

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry
Complete Residential Masonry
•Stone
•Complete Foundations

•Brick
•Blocks

Office 492-8516 Pager 742-8516 Mobile 753-6412-284

INSURANCE

Commercial Waste
Disposal
lc;

FLOORING
2x2

very

Sanding and refinishing of hardwood
floors $1.25 sq.
Hardwood flooring & Installation available.

502-527-2993

'ho' Wayto Start the Week!!
ails

- Dial tow 4dvertise Here!

=kart way
Vehicles

1989 FORD Lariat, 66,XXX
miles, fiberglass topper
1988 Jeep Comanchee
4X4 753-7787, after 6pm
1991 FORD Ranger XL,
5sp. air, sharp' 90xxx
Miles, $3300 759-9600
1991 ST Blazer, Tahoe.
4dr, maroon & gray $8300
759-9953
1994 CHEVY Silvered°
4X4, swb, 59,XXX miles,
loaded $14,900 Call
753-5774
1994 CHEVY ext cab
Silverado, one owner, low
mileage, excellent condition 759-4851, 759-9523

Campers
1974 PROWLER 23ft,
loaded, extra clean Call
after 5pm 753-8306
1975 30' HOLIDAY Rambler, $3500 759-5830
1985 WILDERSON 37' 5th
wheel, good condition
753-6294
1991 COACHMAN Class B
motor home new Onan
gen , very clean Ph
753-6784

COMPLETE camping 1994 31ft American Star
1987 NISSAN Pathfinder, 5th wheel w/super slide and
4cyl, 5s9, $4,000 obo all of the extras Towed by
1994 Chevy 1 ton dually
753-6740
w/6.5 diesel A bargain at
$47,500 759-1565

1947 CHEVROLET 2dr sedan, nice car 753-6475
days, 753-9918 nights

1971 60HP Johnson motor
runs great, with trailer & old
1965 MUSTANG NOS, fiberglass boat $900 obo
front fenders & rear quarter
753-6986
753-6475 days 753-9918
1972 BOMBER bass boat,
nights
15ft, 50hp Mercury motor,
1973 VOLKSWAGON real depth finder, trolling motor,
nice car 753-6475 days, runs great $2,150 Must
sell 767-0508
753-9918 nights
1980 CORVETTE, 31xxx
miles, red, air, 4sp, tinted
t-tops, new brakes, Alpine
CD, tilt tele, pwr windows,
$12,900 firm 753-7301
1987 CUTLASS Calais
$1500 Clean 1979 Cutlass Supreme $500 Sharp
Call 759-5700 or 759-4379
1987 YUGO GV, 43,XXX
miles, a/c, good condition
$1,500 Call 753-5950
1988 CHEVY Celebrity
New tires, muffler & battery
Very clean Excellent conNon-smoker
dition
436-2900
1988 Z-24 convertible,
$6,000 489-2897

1992 BMW 3251, 4dr. black,
tan leather interior, 36xxx
miles Very clean, $17,900
obo 489-2015

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $760 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
4111ft:k.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

1979 BAYLINER Cabin
Cruiser, 25ft $7,000
759-9086 or 753-0115
1984 CHALLENGER bass
boat 15', 85 Johnson, 2 live
wells, trolling motor, depth
finder, flasher, $3900
753-7770
1985 21FT Celebrity ski
boat with inboard Mercruiser engine Excellent
condition, low hours Includes trailer $6,000 Call
Bill 753-1222 days,
753-6620 evenings
1989 28ft pontoon boat.
Harris float boat- Royal
Heritage. Like new 100hp
Oil
Johnson motor
injection/ power tilt & trim
Wet bar/ ice box- ref./ lots of
storage AM-FM radio &
cassette tape/ power antenna Hard top Maroon &
white Excellent condition.
$11,750 WK 753-5940,
HM 436-5946

1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24tt
pontoon boat with 1989
Mariner 135hp motor Call
Miatawhite
1993 MAZDA
753-9950 AM 759-1828
& tan w/rear spoiler, tan
PM
leather int , loaded wi
extras, custom wheels, ex- 1994 BOMBER fish-N-ski
cellent condition w/only with Johnson GT 175 mo16.XXX miles $13,990 tor Excellent condition
Call 759-1562
492-8514
1994 CHRYSLER LHS, 1994 STRATOS 201 Pro
loaded, leather interior, od Excel, 225 Evinrude explayer 753-2558
tended deck ext warranty
Lots of extras 436-5682.
1996 PONTIAC Sunfire
after 6pm
arn/tm
SE, auto. air, cruise.
cassette, beautiful black. 1994 YAMAHA VXR Pro
25xxx miles Dark tinted Jet ski with trailer. $3000
windows, tilt wheel $9800 Call 492-8836 leave
message
obo 753-0988
1995 DAYTONA Tiger
shark 1994 Montego
Tigershark 1995 Double
trailer Call 753-9950

Does Your Policy Pay IOW',
of the Deductibles?
968 CHEVROLET pickup 1953 Chevrolet pick-up
Both good condition Call
437 4931 if no answer
leave message
1971 & 1972 GMC s all
parts 1971 wiair cab being
restored 1972 everyday
driver
$3,000 obo
759 4159 after 5pm
1980 TOYOTA 4X4, runs
good cold air. $1,500 obo
Call 753 9747, after Spel
1984 FORD F 250 diesel
$2 000 obo 502-354 9232

'Residential
'Commercial
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

1996 DAYTONA Tiger shark 770 low hours life
jackets & trailer included
Just bought still under war
ranty $5 000 Call
753 9366, after 4pm
1996 PRO team 17 bass
tracker 40hp Mercury. foot
control trolling motor, depth
finder, lots of extras. very
clean, excellent condition
Call Ryan Vanover at
753 4011 leave message
36FT Gibson, newly re
modeled wnew engine
Documented by US Coast
Guard 753 9826

E-1
(

Free Estimates

502-489-2015
"No Job Too Small Or Too Big"

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud ofl
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing, concrete & masonry And home repairs
Free estimates 767-9118,
Elite Building

510

(901) 644-3039

Professional Window Cleaning

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling. Junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

1994 GMC

Custers Auto Sales
2885 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN 38242

(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytime
800-821-6907

ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS Inside or
out No Job too small
502-759-9906

LEER camper top for short
wheel base. Red with factory tinted sliding glass windows $1,000. Call
474-8340, after 5 30pm

$11,495.

Large or Small Jobs

A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

1996 CHEVY truck ext.
cab, white, loaded, automatic, low mileage, extra
clean Call 759-8061 or
753-0987, leave message

Jimmy 4x4, 4.3
V-6, auto, A/C,
tilt, cruise, p.
windows, p.
locks, steneo/cassem, 60,xxx
miles, white, excellent condition.

ROOFING

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

5136
8DODGE
Dakota,
753-5136

_

- LAMB BROS

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spraying hedge trimming landscaping mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
cleaning Licensed & in
sured, Full line of equip
ment, Free estimates Tim
4315-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.

1988 CHEVY 1 ton, 12ft,
flatbed, 4sp, $6,200 1981
CHEVY '/. ton, 8tt flatbed,
Call
auto, $1,500
753-1725 between
Elam-5pm, 498-8950 after
7pm

Lou V. McGary

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-60'

1987 NISSAN Pathfinder
4X4 new running condition $4,000 1995 Yamaha
Wolverine 4X4, like new
$4,200 753-4519

1991 GRAND Am black,
2dr, ground effects, auto,
all electric $5200
759 9953

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Tti
e.)

1986 TOYOTA pickup
150x xx one owner miles
good condition, 5sp
$2800 Call 753-2113 after
5pm

YOUR new Lakeview home
is possible Located at
Eddy Bay on Barkley Lake
bath 2 car
2 Story 3br,
garage, gas fireplace,
paved driveway Now
under construction Owner
CHARMING 4br. 3 bath. will assist with financing
conveniently located near 502 388-0997 Serious Inhospital & school $79,500 quiries only
Ph 759-9439
070
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY IN DOWNTOWN
Motorcycles
MURRAY located on corner of 6th Street & Main, it 1993 1400 SUZUKI Incarries a heavy traffic load truder 753-8825 days,
Lot and building only Busi- 753-4976 after 5 30pm,ask
ness in not for sale Zoned for Steve
B-3 with 104 frontage ft
1996 KX60 motorcycle, exGas tanks will be removed
cellent condition $1600
and cleaned up $50,000 Firm Riding gear, like new
Call Man/ Jane at Kop753-1775
perud Realty, 753-1222
MLS*3000013
HONDA 250R 3 wheeler,
runs great, looks great PrFIRST TIME OFFERED
iced to sell' 753-7411
4br, 1 5 bath brick situated
on nice lot in the Southwest YAMAHA Blaster, rebuilt
school area and directly top end, strong runner,
across from a city park A $1400 obo 753-7770
friendly family neighborhood is waiting for you and YAMAHA model 225
your famuily Immediate 4-wheeler, excellent condipossession Call Mary Jane tion Priced tO sell at $1995.
at Kopperud Realty today, Call David King, 753-8355
or 759-9854 after 5pm or
753-1222 MLS*3000961
weekends

Dial-A-Service
)US

Services
Offered

Noma
For UN

P•44
Suppliss

Apannients
For Rent
1BR nice appliances turn
ished Coleman RE
753-9898

9

MONDAY, JULY ?i, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Now Open
121 Park & Sell

;I

only 'U-Sell-It Lot".
Located on high traffic area 121 bypass, security lights, someone on
premises 7 days a week. Now taking
cars, trucks, boats, campers, motorhomes etc. Call 753-3985 or see
Reggie at Hickory Log BBQ
Restaurant.
Murray's

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE.
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

CHAMBERS TINTING

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Now Offering Car Washes • Minor
Brake Service • Rotate & Balance
Tires • Replace Alternator,
Starters, & Batteries

Cars - Trucks - Vans
Res. - Corn.

601 S. 3rd St.

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ASPHALT Driveway
Sealing Driveways, parking lots, discounts to churches Free estimates Call
Travis Asphalt Sealing,
753-2279

759-9181

e

BACKHOE Service small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

- 2 Wonderful Address 1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7788

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

•

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal, shrub trimming, dean-up, mulch, etc.
etc Insured. Free estimates 759-5353

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

4oia SUNBURY

mb Brothers

Tree Service

540.2-4436-574.4.
1.-800-5.411-54.2642

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

LICENSED I INSURED

0'4% tr-___;;;,

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks
remodeling vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

Fret EttUP14111
24 Hr Serwce
Hedge Truryourig
Tree SprayIng
Tree & Sawn",
R*11101001

Tree Trinotirtg
Clealutp Ser•tce
Fad! Lou of
Egimprrseat
Qualm Smart'

C'e10$0$(”C$0303C5CCiP elit(tfq:$
STRAWBERRY FIELDS
SUBDIVISION

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing, decking, rooting & electrical
489-28.32

CP

, North-side of town - Coles Campground Road
Building Lots available. Prices starting at op
(.1,4 57,500 DO. Construction Busy - Selling 1-act, oft
some under contract

COOKSEY Plumbing Re
pair & new installation
436-2667

C.;

Rock house Creek - 4 lots

ceas,„
c,aick:430$cscef,ascs03,03csetcso

p Country living at it's best. 753-5628. Grey's
0$ Properties 759-2001, Edwina Huey 767-9435

C

COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica Wulff's Re
covery. Murray 436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks fencing, pole barns,
sheds carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

Volk

SPt"

Tovknhouses &
Tovanhouse Lots
Links Subdivision

• Four Townhouse Models Available
One Level 2 Bedroom 2 Ilath Unit
Two level 3 • 4 RedrOorn 2112 Bath Units
• Townhouse Lots Available
• Adloirolna Mayfield Country Club
• Arrow Nary 121 fro,, Columbia
Medkal Center
• All Appliances Provided
Construction
Superior
•
•lop Quality Features
Amex In Mammy Ful•••••
For Further Inform., yr, Contact
Mlayfleld-Gravet County Local Illevellopment l'orpnr•tion

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354 8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
I will mow your yard Call
759 4659 after 6pm

(502)247-0626

JONES Roofing New
roofs, tear offs & repairs
Low rates & references
15yr experience All work
guaranteed Call 436 5078/
519 0559

Lots For Rent Single or double wide lots
available Also camper sites available for the
year Any size
Lake access, and boat slips available Free
boat slop for remainder of the season lor the
first 3 renters Dry storage included with rent

LAMB Brother Home Improvements. remodeling,
additions rooting siding,
free estimates 436 2269

LICENSED for electric and
gas 435 4358

MURRAY IBonind Bunny Breatli

753 59•0

INS.•

BUSHHOGGING Grader
blade work, front end
loader work, yards mowed
FREE ESTIMATES. Call
POP 492-8530 or Gary
753-0912

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Free estimates
753 5827

. .

-- irtiat 14.1y Clit rdativ

Mobile Home saes start at $108 00 per month
Camper saes start at $950 00 per year
Some pets permitted

k

I

Call 502-354-6422 for appointment.
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5 31

530
Services
Offered

Students receive scholarships

Services
Offered

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Ckleniner vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,

GARDEN tilling, grader SUREWAY Tree & Stump
blade work, bushhogging Removal. Insured with full
lots. Gerald Carroll, line of equipment. Free es492-6159.
timates. Day or night,
parking lots, all exterior
753-5484.
GRAVEL,
SAND,
MULCH.
cleaning, acid cleaning
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
available. David Borders, Cal 492-8873
Insured, Completely Mo- HANDYMAN Company. aluminum gutters, variety
bile. Phone 502-759-4734. We do it ail Roofing & of colors. Licensed, inCellular 502-863-1106.
siding specials. 474-8621. sured Estimate available.
759-4690.
DRYWALL Finishing. 10 HANDYWORK- odd jobs
yrs. experience. Refer- wanted. No job too small. WALTERS Contracting.
ences available. 436-2060. Just give us a call, Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
ELECTRICIAN. R&R 753-2388.
Licensed & Insured. Over
ELECTRIC New construc- HARDWOOD FLOOR in- 20 years experience. Roofbon. rewiring, mobile home stallation and finishing. ing, additions, vinyl siding,
hookups, eiectrical mainte- Custom design. Affordable decks, remodeling. Call
nance and repair. Call any- rases. 753-7860.
753-2592.
time. Murray, 762-0001,
MICHAEL'
S
Transmiscella 519-1592.
sions. Complete overhaul WEIGHT loss, weight management, nutrition, &
ELECTRONICS INSTAL- on late model, domestic,
LATION SPEC/AUSTS Di- overdrive transmissions. beauty products. Herbakfe
rect TV Satellite systems ASE Certified in automatic Independent Distributor.
from $129. DSS Satellite & manual drive transmis- Call Julie Ramsey,
759-4191.
systems serviced and in- sions. Call 753-0152.
stalled. Phone jacks added.
WEST KY Lawn Care.
Internet and fax jacks in- MIKE'S Gutter Cleaning
Mowing, trimming, fertilizestimates
stalled Cable jacks in- Free
ing, liming, aerating,
502-382-24
40
stalled. Complete sales
mulching, landscaping.
and service on all types of
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
phone systems. Burglar PAINTING. Interior- exter- removal. Have references.
and security systems serv- ior. Roofing. Free esti- For Free Estimate call
iced and installed. Chip mates. 437-3879.
753-9048, leave message.
Veal, Owner. 753-7567.
PLUMBING repairs, fast WOOD VCR- repairing
FENCING: Midway Fence service. 436-5255.
VCR's, microwaves. NEW
Co. Chain Ilnk & vinyl
HOURS Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
ROOFINGNew
roofs,
fence at reasonable
Free estimates. Visa/MC
learoffs, reroofs. Free estiprices. 759-1519.
accepted. 753-0530.
mates. 437-4718.
FRITTS LAWN CARE
S60
Mowing, trimming & land- ROUND bailing, 6 ft. rolls.
Free
scaping. Reasonable rates Bushhogging. Mickey
Column
with reliable service. Call Pierce, 753-0062.
759-1663, please leave SMALL engine repair. LAB mixed puppies, 6wks
message.
753-0260.
old. 436-5246.

Louisville woman kidnapped;
forced to go on shopping spree
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The purchase of $800 worth of
cigarettes with a credit card just
didn't seem right to a Kroger
store manager, so he called the
police. Barbara Morris was elated
that he did because it ended a
forced shopping spree of more
than eight hours.
Morris, 51, of Louisville was
kidnapped at gunpoint Sunday
and taken on a terrifying shopping spree in Louisville and
Southern Indiana.
The ordeal began for Morris at
another Kroger when a man with
a gun approached her van about
noon and told her he needed a
ride, said Eric Johnson, spokesman for the Louisville Police
Department.
Morris was forced to drive to
Target, Office Max and other
stores in Louisville and Southern
Indiana and required to use her
credit card to buy computers, vid-

eocassette recorders and other
items.
.'he two went as far as Memphis. Ind., 16 miles north of the
Ohio River on Interstate 65. A t
one point, they stopped at a
White Castle restaurant and
charged $40 worth of food, Johnson said.
The situation became even
more bizarre when the kidnapper
told Morris to stop at a Kinko's
copy shop to make photocopies
of the receipts so she could prove
she had been abducted and
wouldn't have to pay for the
items, Johnson said.
About 2 p.m., Morris' husband
called police because she had not
shown up for a golf game.
About 8:30 p.m., the gunrn.an
1
forced Morris to charge the $800
worth of cigarettes.

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn 7-5 Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

/7,
WV* 014440446
WEEKLY 1°
et
ill
Regular games begin at 7:00 PM

EVERYONE WELCOME

d, g a'
,
end Or two

rno,e, tun that way, Must be at least 18 years old to enter

PROGRESSIVE BONUS BALL #1 BONUS BALL *2

$500" $500"
COVERALL

$1000° 4-

Builds Weekly!

WE HAVE PULLTABS:
f

Cards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Road
Plays 12
at $10.00
-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY -- 1 Games
Featunng rightty specials at St per cam or $2 for three Sperai carrf ower 7 • • •
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn ser..o
/HY /40.Y.47/1X/.40507/
4Y/
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The following Murray State University students received MSU
scholarships:
Russell Usher has been awarded
a James Frank Scholarship.
Usher, the son of Judy Turner of
Murray, is a health and physical
education major at MSU. He is a
graduate of Calloway County High
School.
Grant Pittman has been
awarded
a
Herman
Ellis
Scholarship.
The Herman Ellis Scholarship is
awarded to a student majoring in
agriculture at MSU. Preference is
given to students whose field of
interest is agriculture business or
.o plan to operate family farms.
Pittman,the son of Danny and Patsy
Pittman of Murray,is an agriculture
business economics major at MSU.
He is a 1995 graduate of Calloway
County High School. At MSU he is
active in Collegiate Future Farmers
of America(FFA).Pittman was also
named to the Dean's List and is
presently a candidate for the American Farmer Degree in FFA.
Dana Hohman, a graduate student, has been awarded an Ann
Laurie
Granstaff
Memorial
Scholarship.
The Ann Laurie Granstaff Memorial Scholarship will assist a
graduate student in the field of
communications disorders at MSU.
Hohman, the daughter of Gary
and Paulette Hohman of Murray, is
a speed l and language pathology
major at MSU. She is a 1992
graduate of Murray High School
and a 1996 cum laude graduate of

Murray State University. At MSU
she is active in the MSU Speech,
Language and Hearing Association;
the National Students Speech, Language and Hearing Association; the
Foreign Language Club; Alpha Mu
Gamma honor society; and the
Panhellenic Council as a representative and secretary. Hohman, a
Dean's List student, was named
Most Outstanding Senior in Communications Disorders.
Christina Thorn has been
awarded an Accounting Department Scholarship and a Reed-Buc hanon Scholarship.
Accounting Deparunent Scholarships are awarded to students majoring in accounting at MSU.
Reed-Buchanon Scholarships are
awarded to students who are children or grandchildren of employees
of Reed Crushed Stone or who are
themselves employees of Vulcan
Materials, formerly Reed Crushed
Stone. Thorn, the daughter of Dennis and Ruth Thorn of Almo, is an
accounting major at MSU. She is a
1996 graduate of Calloway County
High School. She is a member of
Dexter Church of Christ.
Joel Johnson has been awarded a
University Scholarship and a Dr.
Hugh L Houston Memorial PreMedical Scholarship.
University Scholarships cover
tuition and are renewable for four
years provided specific academic
standards are met. Recipients must
be National Merit Semi-finalists,
Governor's Scholars or have a minimum composite ACT score of 27

and rank near the top 10 percent of
their high school class. Dr. Hugh L.
Houston Memorial Pre-Medical
Scholarships are granted to students
who have completed the freshman
year ofcollege and are preparing for
a career in medicine.
Johnson, the son of Barry and
Mary Gail Johnson of Murray, is a
biology/chemistry major at MSU.
He is a 1995 graduate of Murray
High School. At MSU he is active in
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity,
Campus Outreach, the Baptist Student Union, the Hart Residential
College executive council, the PreMed Club as an officer, and in
intramural athletics.
Traci Walker has been awarded
an Anna "Tex" Todd Nursing
Scholarship.
The Anna'"Tex" Todd Nursing
Scholarship is awarded to a student
majoring in nursing.
Walker is the daughter ofThomas
and Marilyn Walker of Dexter. She
is a 1990 graduate of Murray High
School. At MSU she is active in the
Kentucky Association of Nursing
Students and the National Student
Nurses Association.
Deidra Holcomb has been
awarded
a Presson
Family
Scholarship.
The Presson Family Scholarship
is awarded to a student majoring in
health, physical education and recreation, military science/ROTC or
family and consumer studies. Hol-

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Trouble can only come if you
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, ignore the needs of a loved one; he
will let you know if that is the case!
July 22, 1997:
Travel comes into sharp focus this A lunch date makes you both feel
year. Now is the time to embark on wonderful. Work piles up in the afthe summer escape you've been ternoon; expect to stay late to comdreaming of. Others seem to know plete it.Tonight:Find out who delivwhat buttons to push to get a reac- ers takeout to the office.
tion from you. You control your des- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
WINTERS, Calif. (AP) - In
ways to get rid of gophers to tiny, so take more responsibility for **** Work calls, and you rise to
the old days, a grower was conavoid fumigating their under- creating your own happiness. If you the occasion. But your friends reare single,you find it easy to connect quire an appearance from you as
sidered messy or lazy for letting
ground tunnels with poison.
with others.A more serious commit- well. If you budget your time propweeds sprout in an orchard. But
A group of growers, scientists
ment is likely, if you take the next erly, you won't have trouble accommany farmers now grow carpets
and reporters stepped gingerly arstep.
Ifattached, work on communi- plishing it all. Then, you can have
of grass around their trees to reound a gopher snake in their path
cating
better, and air grievances some fun!
duce erosion, provide a home for
as they looked over an orchard
without
being overly confrontational. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
good bugs and improve the soil.
owned by Mariani Nut Co. The
Hurtfeelings can be healed.PISCES ***** Today has many gifts to
Cover crops have become a
snake, true to its name, was lookoffer you; creativity and luck are
could lay a guilt trip on you.
common part of efforts - known
ing for a gopher to gobble.
high. Use the energies of the day to
as integrated pest managementThe Mariani family runs the The Stars Show the Kind of Day raise a boss's consciousness. Your
to reduce use of sprays or organic
world's largest independent nutYou'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; competence shines, especially promethods to eliminate pesticides.
fessionally. A friend makes a declaprocessing operation and have 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ration of love! Tonight: It's a good
devoted
200
acres
of
walnuts to
"A cover crop is one of the
night for a first date.
reduced
ARIES
pesticide
(March
strategie
21-April
s
19)
cornerstones because it does so
SAGITTA
RIUS
many good things for the far- called "biologically integrated *** Shift your focus to matters of ** Jealousy (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
rears its head, just
the heart. Don't let insecurity deter
orchard
systems."
mer," consultant Fred Thomas
you from your desires. A new diet when you thought things were level"We're
interested
in
exploring
said during a recent tour of waland fitness regime can work. ing off. It's temporary,ofcourse.You
nut orchards in northern Califor- environmentally friendly prac- Tonight's dreams
could be prophetic. have been through worse, so don't
tices
for
our
crop
and
production
nia's Yolo County. "With a bioTonight:
Research
health insurance overreact. Someone is trying to see
logical system, the soil doesn't that also will be economical,"
how far he can push you;just laugh
plans.
said Martin Mariani.
about it. Tonight: Take a spin on a
crust. It's alive, it's wet."
TAURUS
(April
20-May
20)
He finds several positives and
Cover crops often consist of
**** A friend imparts beneficial stationary bike!
couple
a
of negatives in growing
vetch - leafy plants grown for
advice that could dissolve a creative CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
cover crops. On the plus side, he
fodder or green manure. They beblock. Children act up, but all they **** To your great delight, a presaid, the vetch "gives the orchard
need is your attention. Take advan- sentation or written proposal hits
come a habitat for beneficial innice floor" as well as providing
a
tage ofthe weather and barbecue in the mark. It's fabulous to be appresects, which means good bugs
insect habitat, erosion control and
the back yard for dinner. Tonight: ciated.Butit's only the beginning,so
like to live in cover crops and eat
nitrogen.
Work on a home project.
rather than resting on your laurels,
bad bugs that damage the far"The negative of a cover crop
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
prepare for your next coup. Bigger
mer's crop.
is more humidity in the orchard," *** Irritation results when a boss wins are just around the bend. ToThomas said cover crops also
oversteps boundaries and lands in night: Get beauty rest.
which encourages some damaghelp the orchard by reducing eroyour comfortzone.You know you are AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
ing pests, Mariani said. In addision and dust, holding water and
right, but what good will it do to ***Over the nextfew weeks,you'll
tion, bare earth actually is warnutrients and providing nitrogen
mer than the cover crop in spring, battle it out? Accent tolerance, and make needed adjustments in your
moderate behavior. By midday, the personal life. Don't be too quick to
the trees need.
when frost can damage the' budmood
lifts. Tonight:There's no place dismiss a potential suitor because of
Walnut grower Craig McNading walnuts.
like home!
an idiosyncrasy. You have been
mara is excited that nitrogen from
Such characteristics of cover
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
known to be shocking yourself. Huhis cover crop has let him cut use
crops can be a surprise to walnut
*****You derive inspiration from mor helps you navigate tense moof synthetic fertilizers in half.
and almond growers as they try
something you read on this whimsi- ments.Tonight:Flirt with everyone!
"When you think of thousands
this technique and share what
cal day. If you can dream it, you can PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
of years that we've been involved
they learn, said Karminder Audo it; break self-imposed limitations. ***** The moon highlights you.
with agriculture, it's a small
lakh, who coordinates the biologWrite a note to someone you care Expect accolades for work well done;
amount of time, since the 1950s
ical orchard system for the Comabout; it will lift both your spirits. you know you have earned it. A
and '60s, that we've been utilizmunity Alliance with Family
promotion is on the horizon, with
Tonight: Head to the mall!
ing chemicals," McNamara said.
Farmers.
extra obligations a part of the packLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Thomas said research shows
"This is a really different ap**** The sun enters your sign;for age. You won't get a vacation any
that land where cover crops are
proach to farming for most nut
the next few weeks you experience time soon, but you won't be bored
planted has twice as much wildrenewed energy. Another seems put either.Tonight:Gather good friends
growers, taking on a cover crop,"
life as bare ground. "It may not
off by your improved attitude. Actu- for a celebration.
she said. "If you're not a rowbe the wildlife you like," he
ally, he is worried that you'll leave BORN TODAY
crop person, you may not be exadded. "It may be a gopher."
him behind in your enthusiasm. Let Actor Willem Dafoe (1955), actress
perienced in that. No two farms
him
know that to you, friends are Louise Fletcher(1934),actor Danny
But there are even biological
are going to look alike."
forever. Tonight: Get your hair cut. • Glover (1947)
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Cover crops reduce
need for pesticides
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These Puppies
Are Gonna Be Big!

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
9.
10.
11.
12.
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FREE

5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

comb, the daughter of Tom and
Carole Holcomb of Murray, is a
dietetics major at MSU. She is a
1993 graduate of Murray High
School.
James K. Brown has been
awarded a Frank R. Buhler and Gladys Edwards Buhler Agriculture
Scholarship.
The Frank R. Buhler and Gladys
Edwards Buhler Agriculture Scholarships is awarded to a junior
majoring in agriculture at MSU.
Brown, the son of Danny and
Shirley Brown of Murray, is an
animal science/agriculture education major at MSU. He is a 1993
graduate of St. Joseph-Ogden High
School.
Sandra Kleiser of Murray has
been awarded an Elisabeth Maxwell
Memorial Scholarship.
The Elisabeth Maxwell Memorial Scholarship is awarded to a
junior, senior or graduate student
classified as a single parent or head
of a household. Preference is given
to students pursuing a course of
study leading to a career in veterinary science qr who have a major in
the department of biological sciences.
Kleiser, the daughter of Roy and
Elaine Kleiser of Dansville, is majoring in pre-veterinary medicine/
animal health technology at MSU.
She is a 1987 graduate of Centerville High School in Centerville,
Ohio.

HOROSCOPES

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis
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Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a

chiropractic neurological test,'a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for
restncted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the
doctor to discuss the results.

Dr. Dennis L. Molten, D.C.
This entire examinabon is FREE. If you wart more
cars and trestment, we do at the Feosnvork

FREE.
DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,
CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT
OF
va WfTHIN 72 HOURS Of RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT "
I CALL. toy your FREE appointment NOW!

Two New Puppy Formulas from Pro Plan*
made with Real Lamb and Real Beef,

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
IIII

759-1116
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Ten years ago
Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne
Colps said the state has approved a $10,150 grant for a development project at MurrayCalloway County Airport.
George Lilly of Murray is one
of the members of a committee
selected to choose a president for
Mid-Continent Bible College at
Hickory.
The Michael Hicks family of
Rt. 1, Almo, exhibited their
Spanish Mustangs in the AllBreed Show at Kentucky Horse
Park, Lexington.
Twenty years ago
A $145,404 Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
grant for refunding of Project
Apollo at Murray State University has been announced by the
office of Congressman Carroll
Hubbard.
Cathy Christopher, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M.P. Christopher,
has completed her clinical training at Baptist Hospital School of
Medical Technology at Nashville,
Tenn. She is pictured with other
students completing their
training.
New Song, a group from Oral
Roberts University, was in concert at Bethel United Methodist
Church July 20.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Charles E. Stubblefield,
son of Mr. and Mrs. O.K. Stubblefield, and Pvt. James R. Story,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L.
Story, have completed eight
weeks of advanced training as
combat engineers at Fort Leonard

By The Associated Press
DEAR ABBY. I recently had
Today is Monday, July 21, the 202nd day of 1997. There are 163 major surgery. After the operation,
days left in the year.
my surgeon advised me that I had a
Today's Highlight in History:
genetic defect which had complicated
On July 21, 1925, the so-called "Monkey Trial" ended in Dayton, the procedure. He advised me to notiTenn., with John T. Scopes convicted of violating state law for teach- fy my children so they could be
ing Darwin's theory of evolution. The conviction was later checked for it.
I notified my four children and
overturned.
they all have a similar problem. Here
On this date:
is my dilemma:
In 1831, Belgium became independent as Leopold I was proclaimed
When I was in college, I foolishly
King of the Belgians.
had an affair with an older man and
In 1861, the first Battle of Bull Run was fought at Manassas, Va., became pregnant. I couldn't support a
child at that time, so I chose to give
resulting in a Confederate victory.
In 1899, author Ernest Hemingway was born in Oak Park, Ill. my son up for adoption. Because of
In 1944, American forces landed on Guam during World War II. my genetic defect, I decided to
to locate this child to let him
In 1944, the Democratic National Convention in Chicago nominated attempt
know about it. I hired a private detecSen. Harry S. Truman to be vice president.
tive who soon located him, but his
In 1949, the U.S. Senate ratified the North Atlantic Treaty.
adoptive mother had told him I died
In 1954, France surrendered North Vietnam to the Communists. shortly after he was born.
In 1955, during the Geneva summit, President Eisenhower preWhen I married him 30 years ago,
my husband knew I'd had a child, but
sented his "open skies" proposal under which the United States and
the Soviet Union would trade information on each other's military the subject has been taboo ever since
our wedding. None of my children
facilities.
know they have a half-brother.
In 1961, Capt. Virgil "Gus" Grissom became the second American
Should I contact my son even
to rocket into a suborbital pattern around the Earth, flying on the Lib- though he thinks his birth mother is
erty Bell 7.
dead? I'm sure it would be upsetting
In 1980, draft registration began in the United States for 19- and
to learn that his adoptive mother lied
20-year-old men.
to him. He may need to know .about
the problem that runs in our family.
Ten years ago: Defying a threatened veto by President Reagan, the
Please advise me.
Senate approved a trade bill containing a provision requiring compaTORN IN TOLEDO
nies to give 60 days' notice to employees of impending plant closings
and large-scale layoffs. Reagan vetoed the bill, but ended up allowing
DEAR TORN: Since the infora separate plant-closing notice measure to become law.
mation could affect your son's
Five years ago: Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin met in 'Cairo
health, it's important that he
with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, who said afterward that he'd
know about your medical histoaccepted Rabin's invitation to visit Israel.
ry. You do not have to meet with
him to give him the information.
One year ago: Dozens of memorial services were held across the
Ask your surgeon to write a letcountry to remember the 230 people killed in the crash of TWA Flight
ter to your son which covers the
800. At the Atlanta Olympics, swimmer Tom Dolan gave the United
family medical history.
States its first gold, in the 400-meter individual medley. The men's
Your son will probably be
800-meter freestyle relay team also won.
shocked to learn that his adopToday's Birthdays: Violinist Isaac Stern is 77. Jazz musician-critic
tive mother lied, but he may
Billy Taylor is 76. Actor-comedian Don Knotts is 73. Movie turector • want to get in touch with you.
Many adoptees feel the need to
Norman Jewison is 71. Actor Paul Burke ("Dynasty") is 71.

Wood, Mo.
Mental health services are now
available at the Murray Mental
Health Center, located in the
Convalescent Division of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Turner, delegates, spoke about the
52nd annual convention of Kiwanis International meeting at the
Murray Kiwanis Club's Ladies
Night event.
Forty years ago
The oil drilling crew on the
Pearl Cherry farm, also known as
the former Albert Jones farm, on
Highway 121 North, has hit unexpected coarse rock which has
slowed the venture almost to a
standstill.
Robert Hendon, faculty member of Agriculture Department of
Murray State College, spoke on
"Rural-Urban Relationships" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
He was introduced by A. Carman.
Fifty years, ago
Pvt. James Max Brown, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Brown, is
stationed at Fort Jackson, S.C.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph McDaniel was recently destroyed by fire.
Assets of S1,906,433.89 are
listed in the published statement
by Peoples Savings Bank for the
period ending June 30, 1947.
Jimmy Moyer was honored at a
party in celebration of his
seventh birthday on July 12 by
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
E. Moyer.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

BLONDIE
I'D t3L1Y THIS
ONE IF IT
COULD SAY
ANYTHING
INTELLIGENT

SIGN RIGHT
EREy

HIYA,
HANDSOME!

HIYA,
HANDSOAAE

three spade losers, his next move
East dealer.
was a low diamond to the king.
Neither side vulnerable.
Reygadas took the king with the
NORTH
1.
•
.
144
,
t-st
ace,
led a low spade to East's ace,
•
Q
V
- 4,iPsip
•10 8
01\ r:,4
and ruffed the club return. It was
•
the third trick for the defense. He
•Q J 7 5
then exited with a diamond to
4 A Q 10 9 7 3
dummy's queen.After discarding the
EAST
WEST
24‘
aos
•••
10-4 of spades on the Q-J of dia•A J 9 8 2
•K 7 6 5
$ ••
monds, declarer next led the heart
V J 42
V K3
+1063
ten and, when East followed low,
• A 98 4 2
t54"` 7-2-1
finessed the queen.
J 86
+5
Since the heart finesse succeeded
SOUTH
and thejack and king of hearts were
•10 4 3
CATHY
about to fall under the ace on the
IP A Q 9 7 6 5
...THIS IS TOO TIGHT,,.
I THREW
WE STILL HAVE
...UH,OH. I'VE WOA A
I THOUGHT
nextround,it mightseem thatSouth
•K
...THIS IS TOO TIGHT..
IT ON THE
SWEAT SUIT TOO MANY
40U WERE
Lars TO GO
was now sure to take the rest of the
4K 4 2
... THIS IS TOO TIGHT...
OVER. WANT
DA4S IN A ROW. THIS
FLOOR. THAT
THROWING
tricks. But a funny thing happened
The
bidding:
... THIS IS DO TIGHT—
IS TOO TIGHT...
TO GET SOME
SOMETHING
THE BEST I East
on the way to making the contract.
South West North
LUNCH?
CAN DO ON
... THIS IS TOO TIGHT..
ELSE ON.
Visualizing perfectly what was
1
NT
Pass
1
V
Pass
SHORT NOTICE.
4V
about to take place, Reygadas rePass
Pass
2
fused to make life easy for declarer.
Opening lead — five of clubs.
This deal occurred in a match When the heart ten was led to South's
between Canada and Mexico, and queen, he played his jack instead of
features a brilliant defensive play by woodenly following with the four.
Declarer cannot really be blamed
Miguel Reygadas ofMexico,who held
for what happened next. To him it
the West hand.
The Canadian North-South pair appeared, naturally enough, that
reached four hearts as shown. As West had no more trumps, which in
played by them, North's notrump turn meant that a second finesse
response
was forcing for one round was necessary to trap East's
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
and South's two heart rebid guaran- "marked" K-4 of hearts. But when
declarer tried to cross to dummy
teed at least a six-card suit.
DID you KNe. Fs REF‘
Bf'w.L2G4T y'ow) Go24E
,F\LkiTkE. W:\ARlAr.
Reygadas led his singleton club, with a club to repeat the finesse,
GMMR
2RRDSW MROE OuR- ,
GELFS-AN'SOME FLOWERS' yEs --rt-+Ey HAD To
taken by dummy's ace. Because de- Reygadas trumped with the four of
clarer
couldn't afford to play trumps hearts and the seemingly certain
OPEN my CHESTTHEy'RE
before doing something about his contract went down one.
FFkoM HERE_ To
toNELy.
Tomorrow: The power of positive thinking.
t‘k

CROSSWORDS
44 — relief
46 Dinner
course
48 Sch. org.
50 Actress
Pinkett
53 Plaything
55 Mimic
57 Sweet potato
58 Beatty/
Hoffman film
61 — tem
63 Seattle's St
64 Juan's uncle
65 Disregarded
68 Hockey great
69 "Twin Peaks"
star
70 "— the
season

ACROSS

GAFtFEELD
IT'LL BE
HERE IN
FORTY
MILLION
YEARS!

THERE'S A GLACIER
HEAPEP THIS WAYT

RUN FOR
YOUR LIVES!

5), actress
tor Danny
Arm DAv:r9

7-11

MALLARD FILLMORE
Stiote. WEILJOT 5E42 you
A alKic/

T1414 .14
Yet/CZ fl265IDet1T,
/4.01,471.1*
• Ya) 47600:e
• itr ply
Amy 12KOME
1A)(g5—

WEIL qvitM t4c2w1Ey Fe02-111-bsE
, tNtio
fooR act35
THEY'R'E GETTii4G A

1 That woman
4 German title
8— —
standstill
11 Locale of St
Francis
College
(2 wds )
13 Kapek robot
14 Forward
15 It's
sometimes
hailed
16 Entertainer
Tina —
18 — cage
(chest cavity)
20 — Kippur
22 Scooby
23 Morse code
signal
/
25 Catch
27 Roman 152
30 Drivers org
32 Rep party
34 Former NBA
great
35 You and me
37 Erase
(2'wds
40 Kellerman ID
41 Buddy
43 60 secs
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
DON GILLS GAS
UGH
IRE ALIBI
PEEPLES WEARY
UNLV
DEAN
BELT ESCALATE!
ATEAM ALLA OX
LOS ALGAE SKI
ASIA DOMES
KN
ISABELLA
RANT
VERY
FARR
ENOIMA ELASTIC
TATAR ENA
AEI
IRATE NAT
RED
7-21 © 1997 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 Braga of
Kiss of the
Spider
Woman
2 60 secs
3 And so on
(Latin abbr
4 African
nation
5 Young ID
6 Pismire
7 Quarrel
4

3

11

5

6

8 Mr. Freeze in
"Batman and
Robin"
9 Follows Mon
10 Part of ETA
11 Harrison —
12 By the —
(incidentally)
17 Charles
Dutton series
19 Youth org
21 Purplish red
8
9 10

7

12
MUU

14

16
isa.
ill

C

•••i f••,r•• Sovik
WwW
Mew*.

••
MSC,

20

18

•hill

Itill

ill

23

PEANUTS

III

11

hil

1111

illi

32
30U31

(EXCU5E ME
CAN ANYONE
TELL. ME IR MY
PLANE 15 READY?

0)81
.101

•3

Ian'

77632

;powis.52.2.
E
5

NO I REALIZE
YOU RE NOT PLAYING
"OLD MAID

cz
112,,0
- 6,

,„
58

1

43

il

46•
ill

Kioaw

7- 21
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64

ill
ill

613
ill

•

44

ill
III ill IIiiiII ilia
dUU
11 11 II ill
11
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M

111
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/Jew:.
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ill
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0104* .AQ6
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ill 4.

RI

•(J 7
"Akio 9

Y,(E5, I CAN
5EE T1415 15
ANIIMPORTANT
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DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
YOU RE ALWAYS
LOOKING AT
MY PARROTS
BUT A:2U
NEVER f3LY '' ''11111!Aw
ONE

MONDAY, JULY 21, 1997

24 "Hee —"
26 Expression
of
disapproval
28 Federal agcy.
29 H-L linkup
31 "Ready,
fire"
33 Tavern
35 — and downs
36 — Paulo
38 Fruit seed
39 — Mahal
42 Lex —
(Superman
foe)
45 Utter
47 — of gold
49 — of one's
eye
51 Olympic
gymnast
Dominique —
52 "Diary of
——
Housewife"
54 Pull hard
56 Before
(poetic)
58 "How was —
—
59 Title of
respect
60 "Flying Nun"
co-star
62 Fall mo
66 Olympic
diver (Inds )
67 Agave plant

meet their birth parents in order
to feel "complete." Experts have
told me that the vast majority of
birth parents and children who
have been reunited were gratified with the outcome.
DEAR ABBY: You printed a letter
from a woman asking questions
about her grandchild traveling unattended on an airplane to visit her.
You might be interested to know
that the American Automobile Association has prepared a brochure
addressing this situation. It's titled
"Flying Alone: Handy Advice for Kids
Traveling Solo." Parents interested in
obtaining a free copy of the informative brochure should send a long,
business-sized No, 10), selfaddressed, stamped envelope to:
AAA, Flying Alone — MS75, 1000
AAA Drive, Heathrow. Fla. 32746.
JERRY CHESKE, DIRECTOR,
PUBLIC RELATIONS, AAA,
HEATHROW,FLA.
DEAR MR. CHESKE: I think the
little booklet is a dandy for any parent who is contemplating sending an
unaccompanied child anywhere by
air. It gives helpful tips about what to
expect at the airport, lists the various
age restrictions for unaccompanied
minors, and offers suggestions concerning what to say and do prior to
the child boarding the plane. Thanks
for letting my readers know it's available. And the price is right — it's
free!

. •-•:;•!

•*•

DEAR ABBY: I am 30 and
engaged to a 28-year-old woman I'll
call Sharon. Her best friend, "Janie,"
asks very personal questions, like
"How often do you two have sex?"
Sharon will lie to her and reply
"Twice a month." I'm not there when
Janie asks these questions, but I hear
about it afterward from Sharon. I
resent the questions and prefer that
Sharon ignore her and pretend she
didn't hear the question.
Sharon reasons that if she tells
her friend a lie and the woman knows
it's a lie, it will keep her guessing. I
feel it is none of her business and
doesn't deserve a response. How do
you think this should be handled?
BOB IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEAR BOB: Ask Sharon,
"What's wrong with telling your
friend that you do not care to
respond to such personal questions?"

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an educated
93-year-old woman who gained 30
pounds after having had thyroid
surgery. Therefore, my blood boiled
when I read your answer to the
woman with hypothyroidism who had
gained weight; you said the weight
wasn't caused by her thyroid deficiency. I know better, even though my
physicians discount this. You must
know that the medical profession has
a lot to learn about the effects of
glands on our bodies. I don't know
why doctors don't listen to their
patients.
DEAR READER: I agree with you
that the medical profession has much
to learn about the effects various
glands exert on metabolism — and, as
you imply, hypothyroidism certainly
reduces the metabolic rate.
Nonetheless, most endocrinologists
agree that an underactive thyroid
gland is not responsible for a significant weight gain. True, such patients
often appear puffy and gain a few
pounds, but this is ordinarily caused
by the fluid retention associated with
hypothyroidism. I was simply passing
on current medical belief.
Of course, the prevailing belief
could change, as future researchers
investigate the complex thyroid metabolism interaction. When new
information becomes available, I and
other doctors may alter our views.
However, at present most experts
agree that the weight gain of hypothyroidism reflects an imbalance
between the calories consumed and
the calories burned.
Remember that hypothyroidism —
of any cause — can be treated rather
effectively and inexpensively with thyroid hormone supplements. If the
overweight persists after such treatment, it cannot be related to the thyroid.
I recommend that you and others in
a similar position modify your diets
(reduce caloric consumption to 1,200
calories a day) and increase your
exercise.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Weight Control Through
Calorie Control." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $2 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O Box 2017. Murray Hill
Station, New York. NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT: Could a person
have a thyroid problem even though
blood tests don't show it?
DEAR READER: It's highly unlikely. The three major blood tests for thyroid function are the 13, 14 and TSH.
If these levels are normal (and the
tests are accurately performed), the
chance of a thyroid problem is infinitesimal.
tar NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Peoples First reports
increase in its earnings

DEATHS

•

James Boyd Buchanan

Lindsey Rose Oliver

James Boyd Buchanan, 76, Bailey Road, Murray, died Saturday,
July 19, 1997, at 7:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired as an engineer with the City of Murray Water Plant.
He served in the U.S. Army Air Corps during World War II achieving
the rank of staff sergeant, and was a German prisoner of war. He was
a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, American Legion, and
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Born Aug. 2, 1920, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
John Buchanan and Bessie Hackett Buchanan.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ora Jones Buchanan; two daugnters, Mrs. Rebecca Johnson, Murray, and Ms. Jane Buchanan, Sellersburg, Ind.; one son, Jim Buchanan, Rantoul, Ill.; one brother, Robert
Buchanan, Metropolis, Ill.; five grandchildren, John David Buchanan,
Craig Buchanan, Matthew Johnson, David Badger and Ann Badger;
one great-grandchild, Taylor Sydney Buchanan.
Private services will be conducted.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Monday).

Lindsey Rose Oliver, 12 weeks, Panther Drive, Murray, died Saturday, July 19, 1997, at 11 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her parents, David L. and Debbie Oliver, grandparents, Hal and Shelby Hosford and James and Connie Stubblefield,
all of Murray, and Jimmy and Sue Oliver, Cadiz; great-grandparents,
Hubert and Irene Bell, Paducah, and Mrs. Flora Ford and Mrs. Elizabeth Hosford, Murray.
Services will be Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. David Cunningham will officiate. Burial will
follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Inez Brown Green, 75, 102 Gilbert St., Hazel, died Saturday,
July 19, 1997, at 5 p.m. at her home.
A beauty operator, she had operated Inez's Beauty Shop. She was a
member of Paris, Tenn., Branch of RLDS Church and of a chapter of
the Order of the Eastern Star.
Preceding her in death were her husband, William (Billy) Green,
and three brothers, Rupert Brown, Hassell Brown, and Lee Otis
Brown. Born March 21, 1922, she was the daughter of the late William E. Brown and Bertha E. West Brown.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Louise Walker, Murray, Mrs.
Irene Green, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Delcie May Christenberry
and husband, C.B., Michigan; one brother, James Brown and wife,
Odell, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Gary Collier and Dale Gallimpre will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).
"

Paul C. Jones
Paul C. Jones, 78, formerly of Aurora, died Saturday, July 19, 1997,
at 9:22 p.m. at Manor House, Dover, Tenn.
He was a member of Fairdealing Church of Christ.
One sister, Mrs. Mary Arvis Jones Brewer, and one brother, Wilson
B. Jones, preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Harvey
Wilson Jones and Lucy Marie Hill Jones.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Farris Jones Mason, Mayfield;
four nephews; two great-nieces; five great-nephews.
Funeral rites were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck & Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. David Hendrickson officiating. Burial was in
Perry Cemetery.

Mrs. Hazel Workman
Services for Mrs. Hazel Workman were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts
officiated. Music was by Joe Pat James, soloist, Emma Dean Lawson,
pianist, and a recording of a song by James V. Edwards, her son-inlaw, and a group from Sedalia, Mo.
Pallbearers were Ewin Miller, Eddie Workman, Steve Sexton, John
Thomas Murdock, J.B. Burkeen and Dennis B. Burkeen. Burial was in
West Fork Cemetery.
Mrs. Workman, 88, Sedalia, Mo., formerly of Murray, died Thursday, July 17, 1997, at 11:37 p.m. at Bothwell Regional Hospital,
Sedalia.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church. Her husband, Raymond Workman, died March 8, 1983.

Peoples First Corp. earnings
rose to $4.5 million, or 44 cents per
share, in the second quarter of
1997, the company reported Friday.
That compares to earnings of $4.4
million, or 44 cents per share, a
year ago.
For the six months ended June

Mrs. Catherine (Kay) R. Starks, 62, Center Street, Hazel, died Saturday, July 19, 1997, at 4 a.m. at her home.
A member of Hazel Church of Christ, she had retired from Food
Services Department, Murray State University.
Two sisters, Mrs. Helen Jones and Mrs. Edna Trice, and one
brother, Tommy Jones, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of
the late Thomas Jones and Helen McIntosh Jones.
Survivors include her husband, Robert Starks; two daughters, Ms.
Chris Jenkins, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and Mrs. Sherri Gynette and husband, Gary, Knoxville, Tenn.; two sons, Michael Jenkins and wife,
Joyce, Philadelphia, Pa., and James Jenkins and wife, Nanette, Hazel;
eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Parker French will officiate. Burial will follow in
Almo Cemaery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
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Ernest Thomas Lickliter

Mrs. Verble Kendrick Lewis

600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489
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Funeral rites for Mrs. Verble Kendrick Lewis were Sunday at 2
p.m. at Mt. Zion United Methodist Church, Medina, Tenn. The Rev.
Dan Leslie officiated. Singing was by Mt. Zion Church Choir and
Horner Family Singers.
Investments Since 1854.
Grandsons served as pallbearers. Burial will in Mt. Zion Cemetery
Prices as with arrangements by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray.
Mrs. Lewis, 84, Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton, died Thursday,
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Ernest Thomas Lickliter, 85, College Farm Road, Murray, died Saturday, July 19, 1997, at 8 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
He attended Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 27, 1913, in Knox County, he was the son of the late
John Westerfield Lickliter and Lucinda Rhodes Lickliter. Three sisters, Mrs. Clara Hobbs, Mrs. Nora Webb and Mrs. Thelma Doty, all of
Hamilton, Ohio, and three brothers, Walter Lickliter and Johnny Licliter, Hamilton, Ohio, and Gene Lickliter, Canton, Ohio, preceded him
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Hendrickson Lickliter; one
daughter, Mrs. Lou Ann Philpot and husband, Lawrence, Murray;
three sons, Neale Raymond Lickliter and wife, Ruth, Matthews, N.C.,
Franklin Douglas Lickliter, New Port Richey, Fla., and William Paul
Lickliter and wife, Shelley, Milan, Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Timothy Philpot and wife, Ginger, Murray, Lisa Baldwin and husband,
Johnny, and Joel Lickliter and wife, Pamela, Matthews, N.C., Jeffrey
Lickliter and wife, Donna, Wake Forest, N.C., Elizabeth Wilde and
husband, Arthur, San Antonio, Texas, Jacob Lickliter, Gastonia, N.C.,
and Emily and Jonathan Lickliter, Milan, Tenn.; eight greatgrandchildren; one sister, Mrs. Eva Brown, Hamilton, Ohio; one
brother, Roy Lickliter, Fairfield, Ohio; 17 nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts, Neal Lickliter
and Bill Lickliter will officiate. Burial will be at the Hendrickson
Cemetery, Davis Bend, Barbourville at 3 p.m. Wednesday.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 1 p.m. Tuesday.

30, Peoples First earned $9.0 million, or 88 cents per share, compared to $8.5 million, or 86 cents
per share, a year ago.
Peoples First is a $1.5 billion
multi-bank holding company with
25 offices in western Kentucky and
three in Clarksville, Tenn.

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

Mrs. Catherine (Kay)R. Starks

Mrs. Inez Brown Green
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Mrs. Wanda Sue Hicks
Funeral rites for Mrs. Wanda Sue Hitks were Saturday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Hornbeak Funeral Home, Fulton. The Rev. Glen Stewart
officiated. Burial was in Poyners Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Hicks, 71, Pilot Oak, died Wednesday, July 16, 1997, at 5:20
a.m. at her home.
Survivors include one son, Larry Hicks, San Antonio, Texas; four
sisters, Mrs. Jessie McClain, South Fulton, Tenn., Mrs. Marie Myatt,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Ruth Cude and Mrs. Frances Laird, Cuba; two
brothers, Wayne (Buck) Johnson, Fulton, and William (Jack) Johnson,
Murray; two grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

'Hillard Lyons is a market make4 so this stock
NC - nO change in price

Unleash Your Potential!

HOG MARKET

( 011t1 `•41ttart•
Murray, KY .321)71

HI WARD
LYONS

(502) 753-3 Oth

Our Best Investment Is You.
J..1.12. Maw* W.L Lyons, Inc. • Ilkaubisir ocesE so.0 gen

Federal-State Market !Sews Service July 21, 1997
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Receiptc Act. 215 Est. 1041 Barrows &
Glib $IMI • $2.00 higher SOWi steady $1.414 higher
US 1-3 2.30.240 lb....
$511-00-58.50
IS 1.1 215.230 lbs.554.00-57.00
US 3-4 264-2341 lbs.557.09-511.00
US 1.2 20-215 lbs.5411.09.50.09

Sat
US 1-2
US 1.1
US 1-3
US 1-3
US 2.3
Sean

27111.354
310-454
4541-525 lbs
54300-44 01
525 and up lbs----.344.0111-45.01
3410-506
$3934-411.1141

ONE OUT OF EVERY TWO WOMEN PAST
MENOPAUSE HAS OSTEOPOROSIS.
Don't wait for fi debilitating fracture
to find out if you're the one.

O

steoporosis - a potentially
crippling disease characterized by
bone loss and a susceptibility to
fracture - afflicts SO pvrcent of
women past menopause. Luckily,
today osteoporosis is preventable
and treatable.
Take steps now to assure your
independence and quality of life. A
safe, simple and painless test that
involves no injections and takes only
minutes to complete can determine

KIDS DON'T SEEM TO MIND
OUR SUMMER SCHOOL

the current status of your bones and
help your doctor assess your risk of
developing osteoporosis.
If you would like to schedule an
osteoporosis test, ask your
physician, or for
more information
please call MurrayCalloway County
Ilospital at
-800-342-6224.

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
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Six Weeks only

$99.95
Includes uniform!
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SUMMER
SPECIAL!
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Parents tell us its because they're having fun while learning the -Three C's" Confidence, Control, and Concentration. At Martial Ails America, our
Martial Arts Training teaches more than just self defense. It builds character,
self confidence, discipline, and helps your child prepare for the challenges
theyll face the rest of their lives (Not to menbon the next school year).
Don't let your kids spend another summer on the couch watching TV or playing
Nintendo. This summer,let us leach them something they can actually use in
real life. Call us today lo take advantage of our "Summer School Special"
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Offer Ends
July 31st

TAKE
ACTION
NOW!
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CALL TODAY!
1411 Olive Blvd. • Murray

112 1534111

